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Sports to stay Graduation speaker announced
multidivisional President Emeritus o f St. John*s to give keynote
By Rick Ferris
Sports Editor
After months of consider
ation, Sacred Heart has decided to
maintain its multi-divisional sta
tus. Lacrosse and football will
continue to compete at the Divi
sion III level, while the other nine
sports will compete at the Division
II level.
In February a panel of SHU
faculty, administrators, students,
and alumni were assembled in
response to the NCAA conven
tion in January not allowing
multidivisional competition. But
because of mixed signals coming
from the NCAA,.any decision to
change status was put off.
Despite staying Division II,
the school froze the athletic
scholarships the teams could give
out. Student-athletes already here
will continue to receive aid, but
the coaches can’t give out any
new athletic aid. Instead, aid will

Sacred Heart Vice President
of Enrollment Planning and Stu
dent Affairs Jim Barquinero was
quoted in the Stamford Advocate
as saying, “With the growth of
enrollment and the increasing cost
of tuition, the result is that we
need to hand out more scholarship
dollars. But our problem is that
we have a limited amount of dol
lars.”
Barquinero continued, “We
had to evaluate all our line items
in our financial aid pool to satisfy
the enrollment goals of the uni
versity and the needs of the 95
percent of our students who do not
receive athletic grants-in-aid.”
Barquinero also estimated
that even without athletic aid, that
financial and merit aid will cover
about 80 percent o f the costs for
student-athletes.
There has also been talk of a
possible move from the New En
gland Collegiate Conference to
the Northeast-10. Image is the

"feiSKKe^S'nfec^^ ■

The Very Rev. Joseph T.
Cahill, C.M., president emeritus
of St. John’s University, will
deliver the Commencement ad
dress
at Sacred H eart
University’s 35th Commence
ment exercises on Saturday, May
18.
The program, which will be
gin at 10 a.m., will be held out
doors on campus.
Father Cahill, who retired as
St. John’s chief executive in Au
gust 1989 after 24 years in the
position, will receive the degree
of Doctor of Humane Letters,
honoris causa. Other honorary
degrees will be conferred upon
the Deputy Secretary of Trans
portation, Elaine L. Chao, who
is the highest ranking AsianAmerican in the United States
government, and Rev. Arthur
Simon, president of Bread for
the World (BFW).
Chao will be presented the

S ilv e r

C
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an obvious and appropriate
choice,” said Sacred Heart Uni
versity President Dr. Anthony J.
Cernera.

Cortvnrvetvce-

Divisional, pg^T

SHU mourns the loss of Dr. Joseph Grau
Dr. Joseph Grau, a
prominent figure in Catholic so
cial action and professor of Re
ligious Studies at Sacred Heart
University, died on Monday,
April 22 at Connecticut Hospice
in Branford. He was 70 years
old.
“Dr. Joseph Grau had a
distinguished career of excel,'|lence in teaching and scholar*ship, and will be sadly missed,”
" aid Dr. Anthony Cernera,
resident of the University. In

will receive the degree of Doctor
of Humane Letters, honoris causa.
“We felt it would be appropri
ate to have a distinguished theologian/educator as our University’s

addition, he played a vital role in acts are isolated, and that we are
American Catholic Church life all part of the evolutionary pro
through his involvement in orga cess. What he taught lives on in
nizations like Pax Romana. He the people and in this institution.”
“Dr. Grau was the first
lived his faith each day of his life
and he stands as an important ex person to greet me at SHU,” said
ample to all of us at Sacred Heart Dr. Edward Papa of the philoso
phy department. “He was an af-'
University.”
“What he profoundly fectionate,caring man whose loss
believed in and wrote about was shakes me deeply.”
Stuctents recall Dr. Grau
the essential unity of all things,”
said Sr. Anne-Louisc Nadeau of as a dynamic and challenging
the University Counseling Cen teacher. “Dr. Grau incited me to
ter. “He believed that none of our learn,” said Hector Perez, “He
was a voice of Christian wis-,,
dom.” SophomoreTaraMehegan
said simply ,”Dr. Grau symbol
izes peace in my mind.”
Dr. Grau was the author
of many articles on business eth
ics and Catholic social thought,
as well as the bttok Morality and
the Human Future in the Thought
of Teilhand de Chardin. His ill
ness interrupted his work on a
business ethics book entitled
Beyond the Bottom Line; GeoHumanism. Theology, and the
Dynamics of Corporate Culture.
Dr. Grau joined the Sa
cred Heart faculty in September
1978. Since then he taught
courses in religion on the un
dergraduate and graduate level.
His administrative duties in
cluded Director of the Program

See Grau., pg. 3

Ciesielski, Ross
take top honors
By Michael Champagne
Associate Editor
In an unusual display of stu
dent apathy, incumbent Student
Government (SG) President A.J.
Ciesielski and Vice-Presidential
candidate Todd Ross went unop
posed in the SG elections. As a
result, this tandem will begin their
terms in office on June 1, 1991.
“I ’m looking forward to
working with T o d d ,” said
Ciesielski. “He’s got good poten
tial to emerge in the future as a
fine leader,” he continued.

Said Ross of his win, “I’m a
little disappointed that no one else
was running because I was ready
for the campaign. On the other
hand. I’m glad that someone who
doesn’t care didn’t run.”
Director of Student Activities
and Advisor to the Student Gov
ernment, Tom Kelly, was also
disappointed that there was no
competition for the two highest
positions students can hold on
campus. “Ifthere was competition
for these positions it [would have

See Elections, pg. 2

Derby won by Italian Club
By Denise Kuhn

When the First Annual SHU
Derby Race came down the
homestretch the Italian Club had
successfully outpaced all other
student organizations to win one
thousand dollars and a trophy as
recognition for their time and ef
fort.
The Italian Club, lead by Lisa
Pazmandi who devoted thirty-five
hours alone, and the other orga
nizations which participated,
helped raise $53,000 in pledges,
not including corporate donations.

“Our closest competition was
the Student Ambassadors,” said
the Italian Club’s Vice-President,
Dave Licursi.
During the six weeks of phon
ing which spanned from February
4 to March 14, over 2300 alumni
pledged funds.
“Basically [the difficult part]
was just motivating our club...for
the whole time.” It was difficult to
keep people motivated for six
weeks, but morale was kept up by
showing donation figures and
telling people how the organiza-

See Fundraiser, pg. 3
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Newsbriefs

FINAL FLING ’91
Sunday, May, 12
Senior Mass and Awards Ceremony
b Mass, Hawley Lounge 3:00 p.m.. Buffet dinner m the cafeteria.
Advanced reservation is required. Please call 371-7969 for infor; mation.
:
Monday, May 13
Club Extravaganza
" Boppers, New Haven, CT, 7:30
:00 a.m„ Seniors: $5,
SHU students: $1 0, Non-students: $15
!: Tuesday, May 14
The Cruise
Long Wharf, New Haven, CT, Board 7:30 p.m. and leave port at
8:00 p.ra.. Music by Electralyte, Seniors: $5, SHU students: $10
Non-students: $15

Wednesday, May 15
Luau & Pig Roast
Anthony’s Oceanview, New Haven, CT, 7:30 p.m., Mu-sie by
, ULTRA, Seniors: $5, SHU students: $10, Non-students: .$15

The cafeteria was the hottest spot on campus last Thursday, as the Italian Club and Ultra turned
the drab interior into "Club SHU" for a night of dancing and fun.
Photo by Michael Champagne

. Thursday, May 16
Senior Banquet
Oronoque Country Club, Stratford, CT, 8 p,m.-2 a.m.. Open Bar
Music by ULTRA, Seniors: $20, SHU students: $30,
Non-students: $50

Divisional status to remain unchanged

Friday, May 17
Senior Picnic
Pinecrest. Shelion. CT. 2 p.in.-10 p.m.. Free food all day. Mu'.ic by
Electralyte, Seniors: $5, SHU students: $10. Non-students: $15
FOR MORE INFORM.AUON, PLEASE CALL 371-7%9.

He walked on the moon
In celebration of Natiomd Science and Technology Week,
Col. James B. Irwin, astronaut will give a lecture on Friday, April
, 16,1991 from 4:00 p.m,-5:00 p.m. In the Schine Auditorium in the
Sacred Heart library.
Col. Irwin was selected a.s an astronaut by the National
Aeionautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1966. He was
.subsequently a member o f the a,stronaut support crew for Apollo 10

^.^mission
andback(u
plunarmodulepiUAforApollo12,OntheApollo15
July 26 to August 7,1971) he .served as lunar module pilot.
On this flight, Col. Irwin logged 295 hours, 11 minutes in space, of
which 19 hours, 46 minutes were spent outside the spacecraft.
The lecture, which is free and open to the public, is being
sponsored by PROJECT SMARTNET, a collaborative effort be
tween Sacred Heart University and Fairfield Public Schools.
PROJECT SMARTNET is funded by a major grant from The
National Science Foundation.

Con't from pg. 1
main reason given for such a move.
B arquinero com m ented,
“We are the only Catholic school
in the NECC. What is the similar
ity between us and the private and
state schools in the NECC besides
geography?
“W hat’s the simularity be
tween us and the University of

Bridgeport except that we’re both
on Park Avenue?" he continued. "
W e’re a totally different school
than Bridgeport. We have differ
ent programs and attract different
types of students. We are a school
looking to grow and move toward
schools who are similiar to us.’’
Vice President for Institu
tional Advancement John Gerlach

said of a possible move to the
Northeast-10, “There is a possi
bility (of joining the Northeast10). We haven’t had any discus
sions with them about member
ship at this time.”
Barquinero said the freeze
on athletic grants will be reviewed
next year to see what effect it has
on our athletic programs.

Student involvement to be focus of '91-'92
Con't from pg.l
brought] issues out and created
excitement around campus. But
the fact that there was no compe
tition shouldn’t have negative
connotations, because I feel A.J.
andTodd are eminently qualified.”
The elections for SG Repre
sentatives and Class Officers are
experiencing similar problems as
was seen in the Presidential and

Vice-Presidential ballot.
to focus attention on reviving stu
“The Class of ‘93 and the Class dent life on campus. It’s a big
of ‘94 have good competition in issue that needs to be addressed.”
SG representative and class offi Both Kelly and Ross concurred on
cer areas, [but] the Class of “92 that matter.
has two representative positions' — Said KeW!*lFrWBW8F
unfilled,” indicated Ciesielski.
agenda for the SG, it would be
Undaunted by the elections, project involvement. We need to
Ciesielski remains optimistic. “SG increase the sense of pride, student
did a fine job this year and I expect morale and spirit. That’s my pri
that we will again next year. I’m ority and should be SG’s priority
enthusiastic about next year. I want as well.”

Kudos to
Lany Mastroni. a history major and president of the Sacred Heart
chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, the international history honor society,
was given an award for his paper “Bartoiome de las Casas: M an ol
the Two Worlds.” The paper was presented at a regional meeting of
Phi Alpha Theta, at Western Connecticut State University on April
20, 1991. The paper was originally prepared for a course in Latin
American history taught by Dr. Charlotte Gradie.

“Radio Pages” expands
“Radio Pages” a newly expanded WSHU-FM news
magazine program, which mrs Saturday mornings from 10-11 a.m.,
highlights personalities, issues, causes, culmres, the environment society in general, says its producer and anchorman Tom Kuser.
“The program began last September as a 30-minute piece
in tandem with a National Public Radio (NPR) series on prejudice."
said Kuser, who is news director for WSHU-FM public radio
station.
“Radio Pages” expanded to 60 minutes in Febniaiy.
broadening its scope of topics. The weekly broadcast, which is
prerecorded, features from four to seven segments per program.
Among locally generated reports are stories featuring Sacred Heart
University faculty and staff.
Ba.sed in the Jefferson House on theSHU campus, WSl ILFM has a signal that reaches ea*st to west from New Haven to
Stamford and north to south from Danbury to Suffolk County. L.I.
Among the state’s non-commercial radio stations, it ranks second
in popularity only to Connecticut Public Radio.

IRS Outstanding Scholar Program
R E V E N U E

O F F I C E R S

Norwalk and Bridgeport
Salary: $22,705 per annum
Promotion to GS09 at $27,774
after one year if performance is satisfactory

Outstanding Scholar Program
If you have a 3.5 or higher grade point average on a 4.0 scale for all undergraduate
courses, or graduated in the upper 10% of your class, you can be noncompetitively
selected for a Revenue Officer position. Individuals meeting the outstanding scholar
criteria must ALSO meet the minimum qualifications for the position.

D uties of the Position
Primary responsibilities include collecting delinquent tax accounts and securing delinquent
tax returns. Revenue Officers are highly trained professionals responsible for protect
ing the interests of the Federal Government and the taxpaying public by obtaining
maximum compliance with the laws for the filing of tax returns and the payment of
taxes. Revenue Officers may be required to conduct research, interviews, investiga
tions, analyze financial statements, and contact third parties for information.

M inim um Qualification
Bachelor's degree in any field.
Applications may be secured by telephoning (203) 240-4066. Please contact us
immediately as successful candidates w ill report for duty on May 19,1991.
U.S. Citizenship Required
IRS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Department of the Ireasury
Internal Revenue Service

'
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Fr. C ahill to address graduating class
Con’t from pg. 1
Prior to his arrival at St. John’s,
Father Cahill served in many ca
pacities at Niagara University and
ST. Joseph’s College, Princeton,
N.J., rising to the presidency at
both institutions. He completed
theological studies at Mary Im
maculate Seminary, Northampton,
Pa., and earned at M.A. at St.
John’s in 1950.
Father Cahill, who currently is
professor emeritus of history at
St. John’s, has been the recipient
of several honorary degrees.
Elaine Chao was nominated by
President Bush as Deputy Secre
tary of Transportation on Feb. 17,
1989 and confirmed unanimously
by the Senate on April 19 that
year. As the second in command,
she is chief operating officer of a

106,000-employee organization
with a $30 billion budget and is
responsible for program and policy
guidance over surface, see and air
transportation.
Chao, who holds an MBA from
the Harvard Business School and
an undergraduate degree fiom Mt.
Holyoke College, has received
many honors and awards. She was
selected as one of the Ten Out
standing Y oung W om en o f
America in 1987 and was pre
sented the Outstanding Young
Achiever Award from the National
Council of Women in 1986.
Rev. Simon is the founder and
president of Bread for the World,
a Christian citizens’ movement
on world hunger based on Wash
ington D.C. In 17 years, the orga
nization had grown from a small
group of people into a national

movement of 45,000.
He served as pastor and associ
ate pastor of Trinity Lutheran
Church on Manhattan’s Lower
East Side prior to founding Bread
for the World in 1974. Under his
leadership, BFW has been a key
contributor to legislation aimed at
improving the quality of U.S.
foreign aid.
Rev. Simon, who studied at
Dana College, Blair Neb., and
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis,
has written several books includ
ing Bread fo r the World, which
earned the 1976national Religious
Book Award. Last October, he
received the Presidential End
H unger A w ard for L ifetim e
Achievement. He holds honorary
degrees from educational institu
tions throughout the country.

Dr. Joseph Grau laid to rest at 70
Con't from pg. 1
on Religion and Economic Issues
of the Institute for Religion and
Society; Director of the Religious
Studies Graduate Program and
most recently Coordinator of the
Sacred Heart Religion and Busi
ness Panel.
He also served on sev
eral Sacred Heart committees in
cluding the Academics for Criti
cal Thinking Executive Commit
tee, the University Senate, Core
Curriculum Review Committee
and the Advisory Committee for

the Center of Applied Ethics.
He was vice president of
the North American Region of
Pax R om ana/ International
Catholic Movement for Intellec
tual and Cultural Affairs and was
a member of the Pax Romana del
egation to the United Nations.
As a m em ber of the
Wainwright House in Rye, N.Y,
he served on the Environmental
Education Committee and Advi
sory Board for the Center for Cor
porate Values.
Dr .Grau was bom in
Milwaukee, WI and graduated

from St. Louis University. He re
ceived his master’s degree from
Marquette University and his
Ph.D. in Sacred Theology from
The C atholic U niversity of
America.
He is survived by his
former wife, Lois and his two
children, Chris and Katie, all of
Milford.
Dr. Marion Calabrese, of
the communication studies pro
gram, perhaps best summed up
the feelings of the SHU commu
nity when she said, “He was a
good and gentle man.”

^ G R A D U A T IO N ^
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The following information is fOTtdl paitkqmnts m the graduation
ceremony.
f; Oraduation tickets will be available in the Regisfrar’s Office the
4 w eekofM ay6,1991 ONLY duringthe following dates and times;
May 6-9
Monday-Thursday
8:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
: May 10
Friday
8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
j Each student will receive five tickets. All five tickets will be
; honored if the ceremony is held outdoors by the TIE Wing
Computer Center. Graduation wUl be held in the gym in the event
. o f rain and tmly two tickets will be hcatored.
The academic awards ceremony will be held on Uiunsday, May
9,1991 at 7:30 p.m. in die S a c t^ Heart University Auditorium,
All seniors and their families are invited to attend the ceremony.
A reception will follow for all guests in the Hawley Lounge.
, Cap and gown pick-up will be ONE DAY ONLY, Wednesday,
May 15,1991 from 12 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Hawley Lounge. All
hoods and gowns must be returned to the Hawley Lounge by 1:30
p.m. on Commencement Day. The cap and commemorative tassel
are yours to keep.
Commencement exercises will begin promptly at 10 a.m. on
Smutday, May 18,1991.
UNDERGRADUATES must report to the cafeteria by 8:45 a.m.
in cap and gown.
GRADUATE STUDENTS must report to the Hawley Lounge at
8:45 a.m. in cap and gown.

In case of inclemeni weather, the ceremony will be held in the
gym. The announcement of an indoor commencement will be on
the following radio stations starting at approximately 7 a.m.:
WICC, WEZN, WEBE, WNLK, KClOl and WELL
All guests should plan to arrive at the gym early in die event of
inclemeni weather a.s only limited seating will be available. Only
those with tickets marked INDOOR will be allowed in the gym or
into the auditorium for the telecast of the ceremony which will be
iU

'■""’nFuridraiser phonathon prjrt!^ aTsm ress
Con Yfrom pg. 1
tions were doing, said Licursi.
“The students did a great job,”
exclaimed Laurie Bellico, direc
tor of alumni relations. “It couldn’t
have been done without them.”
When asked what the Italian

Club was going to do with the
spoils of victory Licursi replied,
“We’re going to have a beach party
and invite current members as well
as alumni of the Italian Club.”
The derby race was created to
encourage student organizations

and clubs to participate in the
phonathon held by the Alumni
Office. This year’s pledge drive
marked the first time that the
Alumni Office offered a cash prize
and a $6.00 per hour incentive to
the student organizations.
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Nursing Students!
Prepare for the NCLEX

b'

nursing
boards
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On the GRE, GMAT and LSAT, most students look alike—
but not the students who prepare with THE RONKIN
EDUCATIONAL GROUP Our students are the students
who are “outstanding” to the Admissions Offices because
RONKIN is more than just test-prep. We advise and assist
with the admissions process for grad school. Take the first
step—stand out—and call today for your FREE
DIAGNOSTIC EXAM!!
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Goodbye!
“Great is the art o f beginning, hut greater is the art o f ending.”
-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
Although years traditionally begin with January, students tend to
begin the year with September, and end the year in May. The months
in between are generally where we find ourselves lost in space.
This year (the students’ type) is one to be remembered for several
reasons. At SHU, we’ll remember this as the year of many firsts and
changes. We achieved “residential campus’’ status with dormitories;
athletics took on major changes with the addition of football, lacrosse,
and women’s soccer; a campus wide computer system has recently
begun installation, and the age of recycling came to SHU. Chubby’s
Lounge received a facelift along with the Campus Center, and the
Spectrum entered the Twentieth Century (finally) with the Macintosh
desk top publishing system.
The SHU community lost a number of great people for various
reasons. We said goodbye to Henry Krell, Paul McCormick, Patricia
DeBarbieri, Peg Farrell, and Father Bill Sangiovanni, Ed Macciocca,
and most recently. Dr. Joseph Grau.
But happily, we welcomed several new members into our family;
Debbie Barton, Counseling Center, Kathy Duggan, Housing, and
Father Eugene Kole, Campus Ministry.
We also experience life outside of school, and a major growth
experience for most, if not all of us was war. The Persian Gulf Crisis
gave many of us a quick lesson on the harsh realities of conflict that
most of us had never experienced.
1 he Spectrum is tndy grateful to many people who made life just a
little bit easier during those trying times. We would like to thank
Graphic Image immensely for putting up wi*' us, security for keeping
us safe or. those long lonely nights and early, early mornings, John
Conway and your crew for fixing everything we broke and cleaning the

theWRITER'S block

By Michael Champagne
Once again we have come to
the end of the school year, long
before any of us are really ready
for it.
Don’t get me wrong, we’re all
eagerly anticipating the end of the
semester and the sojourn into
’sum m er, it’sju st that no one seem s

couldn’t have done without, Tom Kelly and the entire Activities staff
for all that you’ve done, Paul Sebbens and Vinnie Mangiacapra for
always bailing us out of the computerized messes we always managed
to develop, Alex Mizzoni and the Cafeteria staff for keeping our
tummy’s full when we could afford it, Frank Matthews and the
mailroom staff for making last minute copies and perfunctorily deliv
ering our mail, Ginny Apple and Public Relations for news and advice.
Continuing Education and Student Government for our funds, the
students of SHU and anyone else who did anything for us which we
forgot (sorry!).
A special thanks goes to Ralph Corrigan, our advisor, who gave us
the guidance we lived by (can I have an “A” now, Pleasel) and who
stood by us through thick and thin. We couldn’t have done it without
you.
On a personal note, I would like to give thanks to Michael Cham
pagne, who I will name my firstborn after, and to the rest of my staff,
without whom, this paper would still be a tree.
Have a wonderful life everyone, and may all of your dreams come
true.

to be ready for it - what with
papers and finals and getting
caught up with classwork while
still trying to maintain a modicum
of civility with our fellow human
beings amidst this frazzling time
of the year.
Before we all go our separate
ways, there are some things which
should be attended to: public
apologies and thanks.
First of all, my apologies to the
Sacred Heart Lacrosse team for an
error in last weeks’ issue regard
ing the stability of our players. It
wasn’t a SHU laxman who lost his
footing; it was a Central Conn,
player getting blown off his feet
by our man. Everyone knows a

SHU laxman never loses his foot
ing, right?
I’d like also to apologise to the
Italian Club. You guys (I use the
term “guys” loosely, mind you)
were quite possibly the busiest
student organization on campus
(after Spectrum of course) and
deserved better coverage than you
were accorded. Sharon, no hard
feelings?
Third on my list is the Ad
ministration. „»You were an easy
target for many a gripe and som e
of my most vehement writing.
Although I did want it to happen,
(because that would show'that
students around here really do care
about this school), a check showed
that no condoms were sent your
way. Oops, can I say “condom” in
a Catholic university’s college
newspaper.
Finally, a sincere apology to
the P.R. Dept, and Ginny Apple in
particular. I now know that you
busted your chops on the Calendar
of Events and that the real blame
for their being late is the people
you were waiting for that infor
mation from. Next time I hope I’ll
have sense enough to ask first
before accusing.

Funda Alp....................
EDITORIAL POLICY: The opinions expressed on the editorial
page(s), whether in signed columns or letters to the editor, are
solely those of the authors. Unsigned editorials appearing in the far
left column of the first editorial page represent the majority opinion
of the Spectrum Editorial Board. Guest columns and letters to the
editor are welcomed and encouraged. All are-subject to editing for
spelling, punctuation, grammar and clarity. Letters to the editor
should not exceed 350 words and will be considered on a space
basis. All submissions are reviewed by the Editorial Board and
final decisions are made by the Editor-in-Chief.
The Spectrum is a student-run newspaper of Sacred Heart Univer
sity. It is publistied every Thursday during the academic year. The
Spectrum office is located in the Academic Building, room S219.
The phone number is (203) 371-7963. All mail to the Spectrum
should be sent to Sacred Heart University c/o The Spectrum, 5151
Park Ave., Fairfield, CT 06432-1023. The Spectrum believes all
advertising to be correct but cannot guarantee its accuracy. The
deadline is nine (9) days prior to publication. For information call
(203) 371-7966.

Many thanks should be heaped
upon professors I’ve had but not
seen in class as often as regular
students may have; Ralph Corrigan
for his guidance; Piotr Gzowski
for his timely (and razor sharp)
wit; and to the dedicated members
of this newspaper who accepted
their responsibilities and followed
through with them. Where were
the rest of you on the days we
needed you?
A n d finally, a special Oianks to
M o m an d D a d for their patience

and for always leaving the light on
and dinner out for me (although
sometimes breakfast would have
been much more appropriate). I
guess this summer I’ll have to
come up with new excuses for not
being more responsible around the
house, huh?
The parting remark I’d like to
leave you all with to chew on
while you’re frittering away your
summer is some advice that was
given to me once. Always re
member: don’t sweat the little
stuff. Secondly, it’s all little stuff.
Have a safe and exciting sum
mer (nice is...w ell...nice, but
doesn’t mean much in my book)
and I’ll see you next year.
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Observations from beyond
By J. Broad

Okay, let’s talk about shoul
der pads. I’m not talking about the
ones that football players wear for
protection. I’m talking about the
ones that seem to be spreading
through women’s clothing in epi
demic proportions like some fash
ion accessory from hell.
Now, before any ladies take
offense and stop reading, please
bear in mind that in my column on
marriage, I did a rather thorough
job of trashing the argumentative
techniques popularized by most
of the male population. Wait a
minute, if you stopped reading,
you wouldn’t be able to read this
explanation of why you shouldn’t
stop reading. Moreover, if you are
reading this explanation, then you
haven ’t stopped reading and I don ’t
need to explain this to you. Actu

ally, I’m kind of getting into justi
fying my assault on women’s
fashions, so if you’re still reading,
bear with me.
Anyway, after denouncing the
prevalent male mentality, I feel
that it is only fair that an equal
amount of abuse be rained upon
the female fashion consciousness,
which is about the only attribute
females possess that is comparable
in intensity and magnitude to the
fabled male ego.
At this point it becomes neces
sary to point out that I am not
some self-appointed fashion gestapo. Nor do i reside in close
proximity to the fashion vanguard.
(Let’s come right out and say it, I
have
trouble
m atching
Garanimals. My wardrobe con
sists almost entirely of blue, black,
white, and gray; that way every
thing matches and 1can get dressed

See Observations, pg. 9

Letters
To the Editor:
I must agree with the letter [in
Spectrum, Vol. 7, No. 21] written
by “Signed on behalf of all of us”.
The news brief entitled, “Mom, I
think I’m a Homo,” was in very
poor taste. Gay people differ from
straight people by only the fact
that we’re attracted to members of
our own sex. We are not evil,
disgusting people. We are caring,
compassionate, loving people.
One would think that Sacred
Heart would embrace persons of

like to be an outcast. We are not
going to disappear just because
you want us to. We are people
given life by God. We deserve
equality. We are no better or worse
than straight people. Don’t shut
someone out because of their
sexual orientation. Accept us as
equals, and your life may be en
riched in the process.
I am sure some students are
upset over this. Even one or two
voices can make a difference.
When will the discrimination and

a\\types,butthe ApritFooVsnews- >gpi«^tdi(ce

brief proved otherwise. That
“joke” just reinforces the stereo
types associated with homosexu
als.
There are a good number of
gay men and women enrolled at
SHU. We are no different inside
from other students. In this day
and age, when people are so upto-date and informed, it’s very sad
to see something like this.
If you reject a person because
they are gay, you may be missing
out on a terrific person. Being
“different”, we know what it is

previous letter to the editor, gays
are here to stay. We are active,
productive members of society.
We won’t go away no matter how
much you hate us or wish we we’re
dead.
Hatred and ignorance devour a
person’s soul, essence, and heart.
Inside we are essentially no dif
ferent than other people. Please
stop hating, and begin to under
stand.
Signed, Another Voice
Editor's Reply: I understand the
issue o f homosexuality is a sensi-

Two Seniors say goodbye
To the SHU Community,
With graduation three weeks
away. I’m relishing the antici
pation that is already building.
I ’ve been a part-time student
here for the past nine years, and
that alone makes graduation a
rather magnificent prospect.
My excitement is, comprised
of several emotions. Yes, I’m
proud of myself for accom
plishing personal growth that
stretched and pulled me well
beyond classes. lectures, papers
and exams.
I’m proud to have been asso
ciated with the fine people I
found throughout the Sacred
“Then I began to realize that I
had to take another step in my
evolution and growth." - Eileen
Caddy
My colossal fear as an eigh
teen year old freshman was
starting the unknown journey of
higher education. As I wan
dered forlorn through the main
corridor , peering through the
windows of the cafe, an amazing
thing happened. The doors in
the middle flew open, and, in an
instant, I witnessed a radiant
apparition.
The cafe was filled with stu
dents, a diverse community that
would become my family for
four years. Everything I had
ever longed for was right there
in front of me. Little did 1realize
that at that moment, I was
l.iunchinc my eternal search for
alU^s dmfmeahrhg'.
--i
The next! hrec and a hal f years
are somewhat of a blur; some
what hazy and indistinct. But as
I look back, the events that took

tive one.
No malice was in
tended by the article but (for what
i f s worth) in retrospect, the paper
could have done without it. I offer
my apologies and the services o f
this newspaper as a means o f
heightening awareness towards
the plight o f homosexuals. (M.C.)

The Student Voice

Hean community — professors,
athninistrators, staff and students.
I’d love to name all of you to
express my gratitude for your help,
inshuction and inspiration; but
neither space nor the editor will
allow me to do so. I admit there’s
an element of sadness in leaving
you.
One of my goals as president
o f the Continuing Education
Council was to establish a greater
degree of visibility of the Council
and its efforts. We have had much
success in this area in just the past
year, and 1 must thank the Council
for its hard work and dedication in
achieving this aim.
I encourage part-time students

to support and bcc(unc invtilvcd
with the Council to every extent
possible in order to strengthen
their partnership with the uni
versity. The Council serves to
insure continuation of a say in
university affairs, provides a
linkage to new networks, and
opens doors to some wonderful
opportunities. I wish Gary
Rudis, new Council president,
much luck and success in his
future endeavors.
Warm congratulations to all
who are graduating at this time,
n i see you all on May 18!
Lisa Bronowicz
President
Continuing Ed. Council

place during that time are far from
forgotten. What makes them ob
scure is their inexhaustible mean
ing and worth.
The individuals at this institu
tion are fully a part of the ideals
pioneered over a quarter of a cen
tury ago. I wouldn ’t be where I am
today had it not been for the in
tellectual, academic, emotional,
and spiritual guidance o f this ex
tended family.
As I prepare to embark on an
even more frightening expedition
after graduation, I express grati
tude for my learning experiences
as an undergraduate. I have
learned what is important in life;
to cherish every moment, every
friendship, every experience.
I have learned the value of
quality: quality time, quality
people, quality practice. The word
poitunity for persona! growth
for who knows what tomorrow
may bring. I have learned not to
lose sleep over every class, every

exam, every paper. Receiving a
“C” doesn’t mean that you are a
“C”- person.
I have experienced the temp
tations in life, the struggles and
oppressions. I have learned that
i am only stronger for having
prevailed.
I have learned what happi
ness means — that happiness
comes from within and works
its way out. 1 have learned that
giving only works if your heart
i.s truly in it.
And I have discovered who I
was, who I am and who I wantto
be. it’s funny how things hap
pen. 1 was always there but,
much likeaburied treasure, was
waiting to be unearthed.
,‘l .special thanks to all o f
those who taught me how to
learn, who opened my eyes to
the world, and to tho.se who
possessed an undying faith in
my abilities. / know nose that
the possibilities are endless.
Darlene Mendler
Class of 1991

To the Editor:
I am an aggrieved student.
Besides the high cost of tuition
and books, I must endure another
expense. Sunday night in the north
parking lot someone broke into
my car thus shattering the window.
SHU only has two security
guards on Sunday nights. As one
can see from my letter this is not

adequate protection for the stu
dents or their personal property.
This I understand is a frequent
problem at SHU. If SHU realizes
this is a frequent problem, then
SHU should take action to rectify
this recurring problem, by in
creasing security.
M. Wallace,
Junior

■‘quantity” sh an ’t even exist.

Why aren’t more people getting involved in Student Government?

Charo Clark
Senior
Accounting/ Legal Admin

Mike Conetta
Sophomore
Business Admin

April King
Senior
Biology

Jayme McCaughern-Carucci
Junior
Biology

Danielle Purciello
Sophomore
Psychology

I believe most people didn’t know
that elections were going on, but I
also think it’s because the school
lacks unity and spirit.

I think it’s due to the commuter
school atmosphere around here,
no one sticks around to get in
volved in things.

For me it’s a time factor. Maybe
others don’t realize it’s fun; it’s
not just a lot of work. Also, some
people think they have to be a part
of the “in-crowd” before they get
involved.

I think it’s due to a number of
reasons. It’s because SHU is a
commuter school, or because
people don’t have the time, or
maybe because people fear what
others are going to think if they
open their mouths.

It’s a good question. I wish I knew
why. I got involved because to get
everything out of school you have
to get involved. You also have to
be able to represent the students.
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(■*> { ].II l l u
m r i HIM k i
“ I! name is Atexander, I am 25 yrs
old. s k > ^ I compose, write verses,
^ a y guitar arid sing. It is my work - 1
am leader of the pop-group. I
corrsider it possible to unridtMe
mystery of the other world - the U.S.
I hope to make friends in America.
Box 385
I am considered to be pretty,
I . friendly girl with many-sided
interests. I would nke to have a boyt r i ^ or a girl-friend abroad for the
•stablishm ^ ol contacts for
correspondence and cultural
exchange. I will be very h ^ ^ to
invite you to rny counby. LWa. 18
years (M. mistress in tne
Kindergarten. Box 272
If you want to find a friend in the
USSR, send a letter to a young man
with technical education ar>d many
skied interests (music, photos etc.),
who dreams to make frierKls with the
people of the
I same age in America.
to snare knowledge ai)Out my country
and to get to know thek life. Dmitry.
21 yrs (M. Box 280
An artist, invalid, at an age of 30
years wants very much to make
friend with members of the ‘Entirely
Another Art" organization or vry
other invalid organization in the USA
My aim is to find friends, to acquaint
with your country, your culHire and
life of invalids in the USA. Ivan. Box
006
I would tike to correspond with the
p e o ^ who are interested in
receiving letters a a o ss the ocean, in
shtfing thek impressions. Write and
you will find a new friend lor you.
Vera, 30 years, jurist Box 392
I dance Russian and Soviet rock. I
sing Russian songs and romances. I
like poems, fond of philosophy.
Looking for frierKi in te rests in the
same subjects. Vladimk. 36 years.
Box 3M
I am looking for the friertds kt the
USA! I wait letters from interesting,
cheerful people at age 11 to 50
years. Alexey, 26 yrs old. owner of
the saloon of video-games. Interests;
painting, comics, cartoons, scietx:encNon. rock-music. Box 383

merical kistilute. In my spare time I
M en to music (The Beams, Peter
Qctorfel. EMsI. Among a l kinda of
sport I prefsr bastotbaN and figure
skating. The only opportunlly to know
each otow - our tetters. Lua.
Box 350
Hyou deske to have a friend in the
USSR, drop me a fine. I will be glad
to answer any letter from you.
especially if you lice humor. I love
life, animals, dances (I have studied
for akear^ ten years modem
aportdances). I collect small toys. I
will answer to every letter. Natalya, 18
years old. programmer. Box 365

I am 43 years. wo«k kt toe school as
lecturer tn dressmaking. My famify
» td I would like to m ato the
acquaintance with Americans
knowing Armenian or Russian. In
TbiM we win gladly receive the
famify from America and make visit to
America. Amsfia Box 306
For those who want to find common
language with a young man from
provtond Russian town - this
announcement. I hope my new friend
if not intffferent to the music and
cinematography. Peritaps he faces
toe same problems. Drop me a Ihte.
Oleg.Box 318

I live in toe Caucasian mountains at
the loot of Elbrus, t vrork as a miner
at toe height of 3000 meters. In my
spwe time I Nke travefiing. mountain
skiing and listening to the music. I am
24 yrs old. Age of friends doesn't
play any role. Roman. Box 333

A man of 24 yrs. handsome (height •
160 cm. weight • 80 kg|, technician on
toe radio systems of panes, fortd of
tourism and cars, looks for friends in
the USA. I will be very pleased if kt
your letter you pul your photo:
Alezander.Box 269

We would gla(
contact with those corresponding
with us About ourselves; Marina, 25
yrs old. artisl; Volodya. 28 ys old,
engmeer elecirickto, Our ktterasts;
panting, biocybernotics. music and
to u ri^ . ^ x 4M

I five kt a picturesque town ot the
Northern Caucasus • Viadicaucas
We have line forests, field and
mountains, in two lines it is
knposstole to describe all you can
see by your eyes, t think we can
s h w to each other our countries R
we meet some day. Reana, 49
yrs.Box 195

Want friend not over 35 yrs with
strong character and brain,
to do
anything unexpected. 23 yrs old,
(^rte pretty, height • 170 cm.
boundless abilitim. sKghlly obstinate
but tender and kk>d. astute mind.
Tatyana. Box 43t
I would Wee to receive a letter from a
young gkf Kshe feels lonely and
wants to have a (riend able lo
understand her and lo help. Write
me, maybe, I wiN jmtify your hopes
arid improve your life. Yuri, 25 yrs
old. r a m physician. Box 432
To a young gkt my m e s s ^ f Sorgel,
20 yrs old. future profession in
computer engineering. I like music.
“The RoNing Slones,^"Depeche
k ^ e . ” “Kino" ("Cinema’) and "Afica'.
Like cinema. Fond of sport, play
lootbaR, basketball ano running. I
want know how you live spend your
time in America. Box 700

I am 22 yrs old, musician 0
favorite ^ s u i t readirto. Writers I like
most are O.Chase, A uhristy. M
Twain, R.Slait. f like thrillers,
comedies and musical dips. I wn
lond of photography. Alexander. Box
211
I am a usual, single Russian boy 2f
yrs. I like soft music, cycling,
badmkilon, table tennis. I cannot
speak English and I do not know
much about America but I befieve
that friends may Ftnd each other ki
the world. Andrei. Box t93
I, Dfimatyak Nickolai, am 22 ys old,
worker, fond of flaying the
keyboards. I apfKeciate honesty,
firmness of purpose, faithfulness and
ability to forgive. I hate tie and
e g o i^ . I want very much to
un^rstand you, Americans. Box 303

Work as bus-driver, in spare Ikne go
in for sport travel a lot. fond of
aufosporl. Not married 25 yrs old.
h e i^ t -177 cm, weight - 82 kg.
stocky, want to meet American
woman of 20-35 yrs, correspond and
make friends with her. Valery. Box
436

I want lo correspond with citizen ot
USA. Nationality, social position,
profession do not play a role. About
myself: married. oH industry engineer,
I have a smalt son. It you want To
learn about "perestroika' and lo visit
Siberia write me a totter, f speak
En^ish. Boris. Box 313

I would be very glad to make friends
w U h a b ^ o r a g m a ta g e o f 15-20 yrs
I am 18 yrs old. student, 180 cm in
height. I have dark hak. blue eyes,
many-sided interests; rock ano popmustc, politics and so on. I tike lo talk
with my friends, read.lislen to music,
watch norror films. Andrei. Box 403

Wile and I want to get kt touch with
an American family, live kt Caucasus
in a beauttful town of Natchit. Have
children. I am ertgkteer-buNder. my
wife teacher. Interested ki building,
farming, cultural fife. We think that
toe ocean, dividing our country, wW
not be obstacle kt our Iriertdship artd
we certairtly visit each other, Ruslan,
40 years old. Box 800

I. Zorina Lariaa, wcnHd like to make
toe acquaintance with Americans of
different ages, social positions and
interests. To know the country means
to know its people. I hope to 6e
interesting rnteriocutor. Box 322

I have deske to know American ol
my age and profession. I am 35 yrs
old. I work as a miner. I Nke sport
(running, cyckng, body-bu4dk>g.
hockey tabla tormla). music (modem
stogktg poats and modem singers),
cyoktg trips I would tike lo team
imich about American file, your
worries and leisure. Leonia Box 364

^ish language and Nteralurej
Eftglis
.. ts tor
looks
I the friends k» toe USA, I
want to improve my English and.
aps, to help those who study
lian. I am fond of painting,
psychology, interested ki the
oblems of the literary translation.
Hen. Box 2 1 ^

I am 24 yrs old. married. I have got a
lot of interests. I will be happy to
correoiond with toe youth of the
U ^ . fclisavete. Box 393

I deske to make friends with the
young people in your country, who
are going to begkt thek business kt
any sphere. I want to write answers
to every tetter in order to exchange
intormation artd meet sorrteday my
colleaoues face to face. Vadim. 22
yrs
economist, interests;
business. Box 3 ^
I am fond of sport, cars and
motorcycting I am very interested kt
your country I am a sludani of the
IrKtitute of the cars and highways. I
fike music.l hope very m u ^ lo make
friends vrith a y o t ^ ^ e r ic a n guy,
or girl fortd of an interestirtg busirtess
for the correspondence, tourism or
more d ose acquakttanee Konstantin.
19 yrs old. Box 391
I want to know a guy or girt kt
America. I dream to know about the
life in your country, about your habit
and ways of Kvktg. With pleasure I
wM share my smaN experience with
you Respond those who think as I
am. Roman, 18 yrs old. Box 362
I want very much our countries to five
in peace ^ it is posstole only wHh
contacis between people. I am a
p ^ a trisl. I Nke sewktg, crocheting
arid cooking. I Nke animats. I have
amusing cat Mashka. What is
worrying you artd what makirtg
happy? Markta. 26 yrs. Box 358
I want very much to get in touch with
toe Americans. My okighter Dyana
and I hope to find a friend from the
USA. Letters will help us because it
is difficult to five (sometimes).
Several words from the real friend
may brighten up our fife. Karine, 34
yrs old. mathemalicjan-engineer.
interests: travelling, polttics.
floriculture. Box 3ol
Our family will be happy to acquaint
with American friends. We befieve
that our correspondence will be
continued by our children. We toktk
that kt this way they may understartd
toe most important thing - friendship.
Now if is necessary Hdena, 27 yrs
old. economist, Vasily, 28, Igor, 4
and Irene - just one yrs old Box 338
I want much to receive answer
Hseems impossible. I am
person; 163 cm in heigM, rt^
weigM • 53 kg and brown eyes. TNs
year I gratojated from Universily
(speciality “biology') Most of afi - sea.
In spite of the tact that I live far from
the sea I am fond of underwater
swimming. I have written to you with
great hof^ Olga. 24 yrs old. Box 352
United family from town of Saratov kt
Russia on b ^ ot river Volga
dreams to find friertds kt (he
transatlantic country We are frtolher.
lather and two curious sons (6 and 7
y rsM ) We often go the forest on
toe Volga islands. With pleasure we
will receive our new friends.
Gertnady. 29 yrs old. Box 336
My son and I hope to be acquainted
with America and Americans. We
believe we wifi find a tot of friertds.
Wait lor toe answer unpatientty Best
wishes. Yevdokia (55 ^ old).
Vladimk. Box 347
Dear American friend! I hope you w i
write me and help me to grt to know
you. I am 17 yrs old. this year I finish
the school and I am going to enter

C
K

I want to find friends in the USA. I am
32 yrs old. single, I have higher
education. Sociable, cheeruil I tike
rodc-music and jazz and travels I
kivite you to Moscow or Vladivostok.
I will be glad lo everybody who will
respond. Sergei. Box 2156
Photograpier's and music teacher's
family having two children will be
glad to estanish friendly and
business contacts with Americans.
We like reading, travelling. We have
a good video- and record collection.
We want very much to learn more
about across the-ocean life.
Kudashovs. Box 2165
Hefio. friend! I would Nke to make the
acquaintance with an American guy
al an age of 16-18 yrs. ft is 80
kitereswig to know how you five,
spare your lime, what kind of
problems you face, what fHms you
watch ana generally - who are you? I
am 16 yrs old. I am tond ol
automobile engineering, video,
music Hope we wHI meet each other
some day. Vitaly. Box 2161
AIMS yrs of my life I dream to find a
friend in the USA. In my spare time I
Nke travelling, reading, crocheting. I
am forxt of swimming I hope to
receive an answer. Victoria. Box
2162
f am very beaufitol, up to-date gkt. I
am 17 yrs old and t am a student of
toe commerce Institute. Want a friend
ki the USA because friendship is the
best toing ki the fife, t like travels, f
read a lof. Alina.Box 2158
Hi! I am a miner, I five 12 yrs In North
Siberia at 69 parallel I wW gladly
correqwnd with any American who
wifi c o n ^ in his letter our joke: if
anyone asks ki the supermarket
when thek first strawberries appear toe answer w i be the followirig: at 6
o'clock ki the morning Vladknk. 34
yrs old.Box 236
Dear American friends! If you want a
giri-friend in Ihe USSR 80 write me a
totter. I am brown-haked person with
brown eyes, t am 16 yrs old. I love
everything that makes our life joyo^
and krteresling. Heteo. Box 2160
I five in Dagestan, astonishing
repttofic, keeping ris andent
architecture and traditions. I am 22
yrs old, economist, kiteresled in
problems of kiternationat commerce.
Javgarat. Box 2155
Young family having 2-year-ofd son
Dkmilia vwHjId like to make the
acquaintance with the Americans.tl
w i be very interesting to learn much
about American life from our new
friends abroad. Oleg. Larisa.Box
2163
30-year-otd Russian man would like
to correspond with Americans of 2040 yrs I am single, my height -160
cm., I work a s toe tram-conductor.
ThOM who want I w i invite to visK
Roslov-on-Oon.Box 316
Hello, dear friend! I dreamed for a .
long lime to make the acquaintance
with American person ot my age. I
am 20 yrs old. student of the
economic department of the
Univerdty. I ^ travefiing. seriously
tend of s ^ . cheerM. ommist by
the nature. Heten.Box 3M

I want lo associate with American
people, to find a friend among them. I
am 37 yrs old, medium hgt, pretty,
brim up a chfid (12 yrs old). ^
BiwiMlrin - bee-keeper. I Ike muaie.
lilerature, animals. Box 186
Pediatrician (48 yrs old) from Tambov
children's hospital, romantic with
great reserve of energy and ideas
offers his colleagues to get in touch
ento him for business and private
contacts. My family: wife ^ employee,
daughter - student, son • senior pupil.
.Hobbies: autotourism, amateur
cinema and photography. Jury. Box

210
Engineer, specialist ki relay defense
and automation at Kursk atomic
eleciric power station. I am 30 ys otdi
Russian. Wife and daughter. I am
tond of rny work, famify. books,
studying English, cycle-tourism,
coli<»Hing badges. Michail. Box 2 ^
t want a friend in the USA. About
myaatf; Russian, 20 yrs okf, 182 cm.in
height,
profession - driver. Now I
am serving ki the Army I am
kitorestod m everything American. I
would be glad to exchange visits.
Andrei. Box 256
Hello, dear friendsi My name is
Tanya, IS yrs old. I like pop-music,
dances arid sweets With pleasure I
read. I am Cancer. I dream to
corresporxf with 15-18 yr okf boys and
girls. W x 260
t want to make the acquaintance with
Ihe people ot my age and to acquire
an kileresting correspondence.
Eugene, 15 years oki. Box 262
I am 38 yrs old. Aquarius, bring up 14
y-old daun^iter. I vrork as engineerconstruciw. I am inlerested tn the
achievements of Americans ki
mechanical engineering of lifting and
transportation. Fond of appKed art
and connection between science and
reNgion Tatyana. Box 2128
The eyes of friend^ip make
m is tm s seldom. Alexander, young,
single, pilot of the civil aviation will
help you to v i^ the most beautiful
p l a ^ of the mysterious country,
and. of course, to acquke a friend for
toe mifiion years with pleasure. Also I
wait for letters from coltectors of the
arms. Box 192
I am very Interested ki the life of
Americans and I lake the opportunlly
to appeal to you Send me a letter.
M ay ^ 1find the colleagues - 1am
constructing flyinq motfels of the
planes. VMimir. Box 2126
I would Nke to correspond with
amateurs ^ rock-m u^. I collect
records, articles about musicians,
books on music. I am fond of Elvis,
Bobby Darin. RoHino Stones, Trini
Lopez and others. IGeorgy Box 2171
Kyou study architectonic heritage of
your people. If you face pr<H>lems of
restoration of relics of toe past, if you
like to hold a pencH in your hand and
to believe ki Beauty, I ask you to
reply. I am student ol the
architectonic Institute. 22 yrs okf, my
future profession - architect and
town-planner but I like more
.
restoration. Andrei. Box 356
Tourists' cHto “Krokus" looks lor
partners ki joint work and invites
those who so desire to tcd(e part in
cycle, ski, mountain, water and
p e ^ l r ia n travels in our country. We
invite groups and private citizens. We
plan fw March i ^ l to open first route
.......................
•lSSR.Box202
on reindeers
in the USS
I propose to make this summer joint
iripkM ascents of the most beautiful
rogions of the Pamirs and the Altai.
We can s u ll^ a le the tom AsanUsan. Ak'Sous peak 4610. peak of
toe 1 0 0 0 anniversary of toe

lenkwoi
h m for toe return visit, for the
routes ki toe Cordllleros.
Oennedy. te x 205
I am 42 yrs old, married. I have 2
children, work as photographer o( the
”Permsk ^ t o Artistic unHy"
organization. My wife is a
toerrmutist. t want friends who are
afM fond of photogr^)hy. In my
spare Ikne I like to walcn video dips
M Jackson, D Parton, Ofivi and
Tom Jones. Anatoly. Box 194
1believed many years Americans
were enemies. Now I know you are
not bad. Want to team much about
American youth; aims in fife, faith and
hopes. Looking for a friend ki your
country. Dmitry. 21 yrs okf. master of
s ^ (weight-lifting). Box 505
I want to know Americans ki realily.
For tong time we had wrong image ol
America. Feel you are v e ^ open,
joHy and kind people. Looking for
such friends. MichaH. Box 2184
I want to get to know America I hope
for the kind attitude of their citizens. I
am kitarestod ki different spheres but
most of all ki the process of tei
and upbringing. Valentina, 40 yr:
m a to ^ atics teacher. Box 253
M, I want to get to know your We,
traditions, interests. I think you also
deske to know us not ontyfrom toe
new^>apers or TV. I am » yrs old,
work as a hislo^ and g e o g r ^ y
teacher, tn my spare time I like (he
computer, science fiction, pedestrian
end cycling journeys, and music.
Oleg. Box 263
Knowing your country just from
newspaper and films ( t consider both
sources to be imperfect), I want to
team about America from the first
hand source, from you. My name is
Julia, I am 16 yrs old, and I am
s^ool-teaver. I Wre drawing and
fistenkig to p(»-mu$ic. I study
English. Box 382
After yrs of estrangement and
distrust, America attracts us Kke a
widely opened window into toe
unknown world. I Kke American youth
tn v i ^ films and TV, I tike your
t ^ a t io n and inner freedom. But all
this is a look by strange eyes. Only
our letters and meetings wifi help us
to watch eve^thkig by our own eyes.
Grigory, 25 yrs old, student. Box ^ 1
Friendly family from Russia wants to
solve a riddle of mysterious and Fine
America. Live ki ancient Russian
town (history more than KXX> yrs).
We have friends on Baikat lake and
Black Sea. Institute teachers Alexei
and Natalya, 34 and 31 yrs okf. Box
234
Long-awaited rise ki temperature ki
r^afions between countries has
come. Want very much to find friends
ki your beautiful country to know you
better and to tefi you teMMi Russia.
Live ki a smalt but very beautiful
town. 33 yrs okf, single, lecturer ki
music, Natalie. Box 296
To learn about USA not from toe
books but from ttie inhabitants I
would like to correspond with
American famify inlerested ki
Russian life. I wilh pleasure will
answer all w ur letters in Russian,
Ukranian, English and French
languages. 27 yrs old and work a s an
peoatrnt. Irene. Box 301
Fmafiy Ideological walls divkfing for
so kN^ time our countries were
bnHten. Now we can associate ki
tryk^ to imdersland Ihe ^ r i l and
tradmons of our astonishing
countries. Isolated existence is
knpossibie today. Very glad to
receive letter. Alezander. Box :314
Young worker from ancieni Russian
town Interested In history of
economicat and cultural development
ol USA, trying to understand the
sense of tne ‘Great Americai
Dream' Would like to make friends
with joRy and kind persons in
America or, p e rh a ^ , even
somebody's head and warm it
because ne could not find it in
Russia. Andrei, 28 yrs old. Box 287
Since my childhood I am fond of your
country and I dream to make the
acquaintance wilh you. Americans I
am 27 yrs old, work a s a mechanic,
fike very much travelling. I wifi answer
every letter. Victor. Box 295
Fkiafiy opportunity to find a friend ki
America. I have friends and favorite
work but there is a iadr of something.
I hope lor the association with new
friencte. 23 yrs old. work in a avia
company, < ^ a k English. Like ki
people the sense of humor. Sergei.
Box 324
Visit to USA is my old dream. Nowit
is like toe sip of water lor the dying
from the thirst, deske to meet new
(riend8..Maybe there In USA.
Nadezhda, 34 yrs old. Box 188
I know America only from the books
and films but I want to know your
country from my American fnends. I
am 17 yrs okf. name is Janna.
Respond, please, and tell me about
youth prodems. about culture and
htetory of your marvellous country.
Box 228
Want to know absolutely everything
about USA and Americans I have
heard arid read a lot about you but
lor me it is too Kitle. I would like to
make friends with a guy or a girl or a
family • with any ^ e r i c a n who
believes ki friendship between our
countries. Sincerely glad it you
answer me. Vtctor. 26 yrs oW. miner.
Box 191
impossible is becoming possible. I
want to to associate with a person
wito other point ol view, living ki
another system. Is there something
common Mtween us? Elina. 26
years old. mistress ki toe
Kindergarten. Box 282
So gtod that the distrust between our
countries ki disappearing at last.
Teach English in the school and try
to tell my pupils a tot about your fine
counby. I want lo learn much about
your fifo, character, traditions, leR to
children Natalie. Box 2200
Far-away mysterious America,
country ol freedom and prosperity,
friendly and open-hearted peofHe. A

Box 2028

video, (5ur aim is to create a ioin(
company, to join all guys and ^ris.
wanting to get to know this
marvelous re m n and to require
friends here. Box 169

Hefio, Miericans! i want to
correspond with you, to visit you. to
hunt. (;an e x c h a ^ goods i m you.
Offer you cranberries and other
berries. Abie to receive American
hunters and fishers. Like nature very
mudi. Yuri, 25 yrs old, tei
engineer of Stale farm. Box

I study law, interested in iegislation ot
the USA. I want to be specialist in
this sphere, i want to g ^ normative
materials on your laws, tn return I
otter to you juridical literature ol the
USSR and its republics. We can
exchange information on cultural,
economical and political relations.
Katherine. 18 yrs old. Box 187

Learn much about far-away and
exotic Soviet Union? Let us make
friendsi A young student couple
wants to firid friends ki the USA We
ere hiluro, fond of photography, Ike
travelling and would Nke to spend our
vacations ki America. We invite you
visit our country. Nickitins. Box 4^33

I wilt be very glad to learn that ki your
country there is an kiteresting wonr
for me. I want to show my worth (my
knowledges and professional
(toiRtieslln the USA, working as a
driver ol the bus or any other kind of
transport. Vladknk, 27 yrs old. Box
182

Dear American friends! I want to gel
to know your file and kiterests.We
are very much alike and al the same
time cNnerent. I ask to respond those
who want to visit Russia, Kolyma
region, to hunt and to fish. On toe
whole - to (earn much kitorestkig. My
best wishes A ie x a n ^ (39 years
okf). Box 386

Siieria - no on Earth the place more
teautifol and origkiat. Forests rich of
game, rivers ol fishes, meadows
nimitable ki beauty flowers. Atokiisls
and water-skiers, tourists Ikid
emerald lakes arid wooded blue
mountains ot southern Altai I am
future ecologist, instructor ot
pedestrian tourism and will g 1 ^
help in organizing routes. I wait for
those who wish, victor. Box 21948

Married couple (teachers of the
sdiool, having two children) would
Nke to make the a c q u a in t^ e and to
exchange visits with American family.
We are very interested in the
educational system of the USA and
also in the fife of usual Americans
We five in a viRage and have all the
opportunities to receive guests. We
wait. Kichuks.
Advocate,35 yrs old from Lenningrad
would like to make friends and
exchange visits with American of (he
some age or an American family. I
guarantee the apartment,
nourishment. Iransporl and cutturat
. program. Nickolai. Box 2000
Kutuzovs tamNy from Lenningrad
invites Americans wanting to find
kind hospitable friends in ihe USSR
and in the future to receive Russians
in the USA. We guarantee cordial
welcome. Box 2004
A woman of 53 yrs old from
Leningrad would like to make the
acquaintance with American lor (he
mutual exchange of visit. I have
charming daughter of 23 yrs old, she
speaks tnglisn very well. Cordial
welcome ki guaranteed. Olga, ^ x
1992
Want to find friend and like-minded
person, to invite to be my guest and
lo visit also. 26 yrs old, five-year
student-jurist. I can oiler you a march
to Sibenan taiga lo gather berries
and adore nuts, fishing Near
house is Lake Baikal. My favorite
pursuit - beekeeping and hunting.
Sergei. Box 142
Russian physician, his wife and thek
Kttie son ^ a d to make friends with
American family, to invite to the
USSR and to be thek guests. Kyou
come to our picturesque place
situated near Moscow you wHI be
able to gel to know the Kke of
Russian people from within, thek
traditions and character. Lebedevs.
Box 2115
Maybe you want to visit our country
and not only to hear about Russia. I
hope you want to make friends with a
Soviet girl on the basis ot common
interests. 25 yrs old, fond of aerobics,
bo^-bufidfing, bafieL folk dances
ano inlerested kt m y ^ to u s events
ot nature. Tatyana. Box 36
Famfiy from Ukraine would Nke to
visit y ^ country and learn more
about America and its people. In our
turn we can offer you j ^ n e y on
different towns of the USSR, rest ki
country, fishing ki Ihe picturesque
place. Age does not play a m role, we
wait everybody Denisovs, m x 2035
Ukranian family wails guests from
America! In our turn we would fike to
visit distant and mysterious America.
We five in the picturesque settlemeni
and our main pride - our two children.
We love them. Mernyha. Box 2121
Stepanova family trom Lenningrad
ready to receive ayoung American
famfiy ki the USSR, guaranteed
exchange of visits. Russia hospitable
w^come will be waiting tor you.
Possible to visit another towns of the
Soviet Union. Box 1991
Working for many years as the
doctors ki France, Yugoslavia,
Switzerland we have got many
friends in these countries. We are
sure that ki the USA we will find
interesting people also. We wifi be
happy to receive you in the USSR
and to show our ancient town •
Yaroslavl • the peart of Ihe Golden
Ring. Troltakies Box 2054

BUSINESS
V K K in iP F C
(I . l O l I M I
KO IIIAM U
Youth theater "Pitarkn’ otters to
support the idea m sworn
bromerhood with one of the amateur
theater ot the USA. We suggest joint
tour - the journey on the fantastic
Urals. Qorbacfv^ while young was
playing in a youth theater. Maybe we
r e ^ our hands across the ocean to
stop conflicts. Young actors of
“Pilgrim' theater are hospitable, they
can estimate friendship and they wait
(or your answer. Box % 7
I am 16 years old and I am a student
of the Potytechniccti Institute, but my
one and only hope • studies in the
American University. I play for a long
time footbaN and I with pteasure wM
join University's team, t am ready to
work after the classes to earn money
lor my education. Glad to answer
every letter. Eduard. Box 2166
A 33-year-old woman from Kiev,
stomatologist 10 years, saving the
fife of her l-year-M chHd of tne
cor«equences ot the atom explosion
In Chernobyl looks lor the opportunity
to leave the USSR for the USA or for
the calt to work as a dentist, dentist's
assistant, nurse. Natalie Box 245
A young woman of 34 years, living on
lake Baikal, is very interested ki
contacts with Americans (aim - to
create tourism ki our region of Ihe
Northern Baikal). I teach English. I
wail (or your letters. Irene. Box 2164
t live ki region rich ki nature and
mineral waters. I want to set ^ a
cooperative engaged in building and
consumer service, clothing, spinning
and knitting industry. Our banks
could not grant a loan for this
project-Maybe Americans wifi reply! I
will answer every tetter because I
loctit lor the friends ki the USA lor a
long time. Kufina. Box 231
Siberia always attracted brave and
fearless persons. 26-year-old Igor,
director's assistant of the
Novosibirsk film studio and his
coBeagues invito creative and
business young men
women to
coRaborate In making films, TV and

A midifle-aged woman looks for work
(profession-engkieer-builder of the
wide profile: hydraulic engineer,
sanitary engineer, heating engineer).
Work as a lechnictan or drafts
woman. Skilled in nursing, massage.
Can work as cosmetician, junior
nurse, sick nurse, s p e ^ English ki
both everyday and professional
spheres. Invite future sponsor
Leningrad. Olga. 41 yrs old Box 434
Medtoaf woiker with 10 yrs of
experience ki sphere ol rehabifitation
of traumatic patients, specializing in
field of classical and non-traditionaf
massage, working together with
lamous doctor ot Georgia
V.Askurava. Wishes personal and
bustoess contact with colleagues.
Igor, t e x 2091
A 39 yr Russian firm cfirector
engaged m designing new
manufactured goods wishes to find
an interesting wife and business
artner for realizing long terms plans,
am for friendship and collaboration
between Americans and Russians ki
concrete deals Rurick Box 72

f

A kind 43-yr-old woman from
Leningrad, tovkig children, a
graduate ol weHTcnown Russian
university, speciality classical
^Hology is looking for a work as a
tudor or maid in an American family
for a moderate sum. Can leadi
^ildren Russian, Latin 8 German.
Tatyana. Box 2014
A 40-yr-otd iTKxteler-constructor of
scientific laboratory equipment and
family would Kke to make friends with
an American families. LAe to design
and to work artistically metal & wood.
Otter my services to ail firms
interested. I'd fike to work in America
for a year or two. Vladimk. Box 2051

m ^ e s with pleasure the
acquaintance of American woman.
Like mountain skikig. motor-cycle
races. Knowledge (H Russian is
desirable but not obligatory. Vitaly.
Box 405
f am 30 yrs old, single I would fike to
make the acquaintance with kind,
calm. skMle gkf of my age and social
position, fpromtse her Ilearn English
..id be kind, faithtul and reliable
.^ u g h distant (riend. I live in the
Caucasus, ki the town of Stavropol
Viadimir, technician-builder. Box 396
f want to make the acquaintance with
an American gkt not younger that 16
yrs for the correspondence and
meeting ki the future. My Interests:
modem music, dtecotheques, sport
and everything that m ^ e s our life
joRy. Alexei 19 yrs okf. Box 250
Young inhabitant ol Kiev (20 yrs old.
heighT -162 cm, weight - 44 kg),
pretty brown-haked w/ green eyes,
freckles, sensual tips and healtriy
sense of humor, energetic student of
foreign languages InstHule (English),
independent, without bad habits
wante to mitite ihe acquakilance with
a man not older than 35 yrs.
kiteNigent. congenial ki spirit and
character who prefers heatttiy way of
life, who may be a real friend.
Appearance and education are
questions of no importance. Marina
Box 406
I want very much to correspond wilh
an American boy. About mysett; 18
yrs old, student, ki the future I dream
to become a journalist. I can speak
English perfectly. I like to go to the
disMtheque, to play tennis, t am fond
of rock-music. I travelled a tot ki the
USSR. I have much to tell. With great
sympathy. Ann. Box 346
I am slender, taR. red-haked gkt of 24
yrs. Despite distance f want to make friends with young athletic-looking
man not older than 35 yrs I like sport
and art, to create comfort, to prepare
lor Ihe birthday pies and to dive into
the warm July sea. I appreciate
devotion and faithfuln^. ability not
to argue ki ditticull situations. 1am
waiti^, I believe. Ludmila. Box 360
Though I am business and practical
woman now all my love ana thoughts
are aimed al my lak-haired daughter.
I look for friend who wifi help us to
get to know your beautiful country, to
expand my horizon who can estimate
my soul and heart, who will fill my fife
wnh sense, who
support the
f r a d i ^ s of Ukranians. Svetlana. 24
yrs old. economist. Box 343
I want to make acquaintance with
man ol suitabie age. leading regular
life, able to make decisions without
assistance, to create firm family or to
acquke good friends. Cm Russian,
slender, height -167 cm, 26 yrs old,
steady character. I bring up r-yr-old
daughter, lead actiw life, fond of
sport, music, travels. Helen. Box 374
I dream to know jolty pretty girl from
America. I am 21 yrs
rny name is
Alexei, height -176 cm. I am greena y ^ atiiietic-looking Aquarius.
Student-physicist t adore humor, risk.
No bad habits. Like mountain

Keeper of ancient mathmatical
knowledge looking for a contact with
a person knowing about proof and
p r e d io n fgnomonica). Have
photo. Box 357
methods of analytic solution ol
Stender. charming blonde of 22 yrs
problems on recovery of globat
with gr^-blue eyes, height • 168 cm
extremisms (wifo untmed and hilly
fimitations), straight and back-pomi of would like to m w e acquaintance with
young man not over 30 yrs. I do not
management and marketkig, wave
pndoeomeMqtemafktetfiMiirjr:^, . drink, smefce. I goto lor sports, Ifte
arwnate. I adore loWe«o1h« house,
populations and market situation.
to sew, garden, design ot interior, t
Knowledge transferring Uaditioniti.
l^e reading, dancing and travelling.
Astrologists please don't worry.
Tatyana, m x 349
Vladimir Box 2080
Accoucheur-gynecologist having
defended thesis looks for opporiunrty
for reafization of new ideas on joint of
gynecdogical endocrinology and
physiology ol dynamic systems.
Great perspective in joining my
knowledge and American memcal
technology. Lev Oglobin. Box 324
Specialist ki fishing economy
(technology ol fish products) offers
his services (conditions - profitable
lor the American company).
Interested in work lor three yrs. His
necessary to make a contract. My
length of service - 5 yrs. Know
technology of production very well,
agree lor work beneath my
qualification. Box 300
Want to get in touch with person
e x p e rie n ^ in managing at one of
the smalt companies bem use many
problems of the formation,
development and functioning are
kitemational. Nadezda Barmina. 26
yrs old. tfr. of sewing cooperative,
engineer-economist. Box 223
A young dkector of the selfsupporting company ki Siberia wants
to make
acquaintance with
businessmen working in the sphere
of tourism and wood-processing.
Vitaly. 41 yrs oW. Box 261
American farmers: would fike to work
on your farm tor 1-2 yrs and to learn
to work. I am machine operator, in
agriculture work tor 15 yrs. Interests:
fodder ixoduction (espedaliy com
processkig), pigs and cattle's
breeding ano fattening. Happy to
receive my American mends, know
woriderful places for rest, (ishirm,
hunting. Dmitry Logvinov. Box 2204
Have got small quantity of the wood
fished out Ihe Lena. Reply, business
from America, owners of the smafi
companies arid cooperatives. I need
two diesel motors for the boat and a
small power-saw berKh. I suggest
coKaboration. Details - ki our
correspondence. Anatoly Oaipov Box
2207
A young specialist (21 yrs old),
graduated Bechterev s institute on
foe point and fine massage, learner
of luna DavHashvily (bio-energetic
treatment, extra sense) otters his
services to American medical firms
interested in his work. Alexander.
Box 1999
Sculptor from Russia looks tor
sponsor. Would Ifite to come to the
USA (or two months and create a
sculplure - water fountain ‘K a z ^ ’
(Cossack) on the motif of Ihe heraldic
seal of the Don's army, confirmed by
Peter the t ki 1704. Examples ot our
works you could see ki our future
correspondence. Vasily Polyakov.
80x 2112
Those who want to earn million!
Great opportunities for this kt our
country, t suggest friendship and
collaboration for specialists, working
in S f ^ r e of building and producing
timber. Opening ot joint venture.
Also ask a young and beautrluf
American
wnte me a letter. I will
be in love vrith her. A ^ n . Box t04

ROMANCE
II . I I I I M m i ,
Young, 24 yr s old man, inhabitant o(
the lar Ngirfi. fikaable, alhIMic*
tooWng. with groan ayes, bom under
foe sign of Aquarius, Russian, skigla.

Time has chosen us • and there is an
opportunity to begin the (fiatogue. if
s m ^ woman of 37-40 yrs, whose
protessionaf interests are ki (he
sphere of ecology, radio-ecoiogy.
forestiy. soil science and agricultural
chemistry wants to correspond with
friend from the Soviet Union then the
dialogue has begun, tgor. SO yrs old.
soil and agriculture cnamistry
scientist. Box 361
Slender, brunette woman ol 27 yrs.
height -170 cm. speciality stomatologist would tike to meet a
kke minded person and to go with
him afi the life. I have cheenul
purposeful character. I am interested
In phfiosophy. I like jazz and dassical
music Olga. 2(54
I am 27 yrs old. heigM • 165 cm,
chestnut • colored 1 ^ , grey eyes,
slender. Sociable, kind, T have
humor. Spedafity - teacher of
Russian lan g u a ^ and literature. I
devote spare time to my 3 yrs old
son. I wait for the letters from a
person not over 45 yrs. prolession
does not play any role. Tatyana Box
2157
I am a usual woman from Betonjssia
I am 26 yrs old. height • 164 cm.
blonde, divorced. I bring up 6-yearold son. I seek honest, not-drinkkig,
kind, jo ^ m »i not over 40 yrs
(constellation of Leo or the Twins). I

appreciate ki human relations
renabifity and faithfulness. Hyou want
a firm family and a real friend, send
me a letter Svetlana. Box 237
A young pilot of 23 yrs. romantic by
his nature, height 182 cm, wants to
make the acquaintance with a gkt of
his dream. I appreciate in the people
modesty and sense of humor
Nothing human is not alien to me. I
am fond of basketbatt.hockey.
tourism, fishing. My kisses to
everybody. Atexarfoer. Box 2170
23-yr-old nice fellow, heigh! 180 cm.
dark-haired, energetic, loving cinema
to graffoic art and sport wants to
m ^ (he the acquakitvxe with a
young lady from the USA. t
appreciate honesty, kindness and
sincerity ^ tong. Mred. Box 2159
Pretty orthodox Christian with kind
character, 29 yrs old wants to make
the acQuakitance with a man ol 4042 yrs lor building of lamily. Must be
real Christian, to nave kind and
cheerful chvacter I win present him
beautiful chidren and alt my best to
make him happy, kene. Box 238
Nice AmericMis! Faith that one of
you would fike to make the
acquaintance with an exceflent fellow
from Russia makes me write these
fines. I win be glad if our ways of life
cross. Heto me. I will be happy if I
find you. Oleg. Box 2167
1want to correspond with an
American ol 25-30 yrs. taking a sober
view of things, able to tefi Agatha
Christie from Edgar Poe and Mozart
from Bach, tango from waltz If you
believe ki faithfulness and humanity,
send a letter to Russia to unknown
Slav. Alena. 24 yrs old. teacher of
Russian language and literature Box
241
Heflo. unknown American girts t have
dreamed for a tong time to make the
acquaintance with you to learn about
your life. What kind of people are you
Americans'^ Hseem s we are
congenial by our spkit and character.
I wart. Andrei Box ^3American
women are sard to be the best
women. I would fike to make the
acquaintance with a girt sure ki tNs. I
am 24 yrs old, I am likeable and not
stufM. height • 180 cm. I think every
man or woman should have family. I
wait for your letters Igor, officer of
Soviet army, to x 426
My name is Veronica, enthusiasm,
born in 1958. Sign of the zodiac Aries. Lke travwng. Want to have
friend and to love him Sew and cook
tasty things, i may be faithful and
loved wife. Box 427
37-yr-old Russian woman, modest,
attractive, inhabitant ol Kamchatka
region w/ higher education • art critic,
living with 14 yr-old son wants to
know kind man with athletic looking
figure, not indifferent to tiie art. Age
and nationality do not |Hay role
Galina. Box 500
I am 52 yrs old. My friends consider
me kino, sociable and very musical. I
have a son ol 11 years. I want lo
meet a man of 55-65 yrs. loving
children and not havkig bad habits. I
hope he wWbe my guest. And I may
become Ns attentive, faithful loving
wile and friend. Nella. Box 2183
Handsome tellow from the USSR
wants to make the acquaintance with
an America girl of t6-l7 years who
<fesires to get to know Russian boys.
Those Inimued I ask to wtka a htiar. t
Vladislav Box ?I86
\
Young likeable man (height -182 cm,
weight • 60 kg), 23 yrs. kmd and
laithful would Nke to meet a friend in
America. I would Nke very much to
kl of 17-30 years,
of the real
feminine and
friendship. I hope to get to know your
country and fife. Rustem. Box 2182
Young, cheerful and very beautifut. t
am up to date, practical. Slender
figure, long legs, and tall and blonde.
And I am mother, my charming Julka
is 5 yrs old. I work as a modem of
women-ctothes (would like to build
family with a good man not younger
than 35 years. I believe there is such
a man. Mrgareth.Box 2176
I vrould like to correspond with a
sin^e woman at an age of 28 35
years. I hope we wifl meet some day
and understand each other in spite ot
the great <fistance between us now.
Nikolai. Box 2173
A S S IS T A N C ^ ^ ^ ^

IQjQQEDIHHii
13 yr old son a childhood Invalid, HI
with tupus. For 12 years bringing Nm
up alone Doctors advise me to give
up work and take care of son But
must earn our living. He can t go to
school. When he was weN. he went ki
for sport. An American Clinic wifi
help, but treatment is expensive.
Please help. Komarova. Box 1983
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First Alumni Career Workshop helps career seekers
Saturday, April 20th, Sacred
Heart University held its first
Alumni Career Workshop. The
event was sponsored by the Sacred
Heart Alumni Association and The
Continuing Education Council.
The event began at 8:30 a.m.
with registration and breakfast, and
ended around 4:00 p.m. with a
netw orking reception. The
w orkshop included a guest
speaker, and seminars conducted
by successful individuals within
the w ork force.
John
Cunningham, Chairperson of The
Career Committee for The Ex
ecutive Alumni Council, said
about the workshop, “We looked
at other school at the ones they
have had in the past, and we felt
that it was time Sacred Heart had
one. They began planning the
workshop in January, and have
plans to continue them annually.
The lecture was given by Tom
O ’Bryant, Director of Equal Op
portunity Affairs at Champion
International, based in Stamford.
His topic was “Workforce 2000”.
“Workforce 2000” is a study which
was commissioned 3 or 4 years
ago by the U.S. Department of
Labor. The results of this study
revealed the dramatic changes

which are occurring within the
U.S. workforce.
O ’Bryant stated that, “His
torically corporate America is
managed as if everyone is a white
male.” According to the study
this will have to change. Women,

Most corporations are global find
their labor elsewhere. O ’Bryant
stated, “Foreign trade has really
killed the earning prospects of the
less educated in this country. They
must compete in a global market
and they find themselves compet

Companies can no longer ignore the educa
tion problems. We have to adopt in the work
place major incentives to train and retrain
workers.
minorities, and immigrants will
account for 80% of net additions
to the labor force.
The average age of those
in the workforce will rise as a
result of a decrease in young
workers entering the job market.
Americans over the age of 65 now
outnum ber teen-agers in this
country.
Jobs of the future will be
more service orientated and re
quire higher-skilled workers.
Corporations are finding it diffi
cult to find the skilled workers it
needs, at a rate which is profitable.

ing for jobs with lower wage earn
ing people in other countries. For
example, in South Korea the aver
age worker earns $1.19 an hour
and work 54 hours a week without
even understanding the concept
of over-time. As long as we trade
with countries like South Korea
and Mexico, for example, the less
educated in this country will have
a problem because we simply are
not competitive in the international
market.”
A nother problem facing
A m erica, in relation to its
workforce, “...is education or pos

sibly the lack there of.” O ’Bryant
said. Part of this he attributes to
the length and quality of the aca
demic year. The American school
year is only 180 days long, on
average. The Japanese school year
is about 240 days long. At high
school graduation Japan’s students
have spent 1-3 years longer in
school, and have the basic
knowledge of a college graduate
in the U.S.
“The point in all this? How
are we going to compete in a glo
bal economy if we don’t start ad
dressing certain issu es?” ,
O ’Bryant stated and posed solu
tions to the problems within the
workforce, “These are our chal
lenges. Companies can no longer
ignore the education problems.
We have to adopt in the workplace
major incentives to train and re
train workers. Pay teachers more
money so we can attract quality
teachers into the classrooms.
Taylor the workforce to the new
labor force.” O ’Bryant said.
After Mr. O ’Bryant con
cluded his speech, the group pro
ceeded to seminars which dealt
with a variety of topics, including
resume writing, stress manage
ment, networking, career change.

and money management.
Dr. Nancy Frydman, a Pro
fessor of Management^at Sacred
Heart and partner in a communi
cation consulting firm, presented
the sem inar Lifetim e Career
Planning Skills and found the
opportunity positive. When asked
what she gained from the experi
ence, she replied, “I gained the
recognition that students will have
completed a certain level of their
education and still have the desire
to grow and develop profession
ally, and I am wondering if I at
tribute that to the environment we
have created here at Sacred Heart.”
The workshop provided an
opportunity to acquire knowledge
and information from people who
are striving in the workforce, and
benefit from their experiences.
Cathy Pinckney, a business man
agement major graduating May
1991, attended and benefited from
the workshop. “ I learned how a
graduate of the university can go
about doing a job hunt, and the
importance of networking. You
learn about what it is in classes,
but through this you leam how to
go about it, what to do, and how to
organize a jo b search.” Ms.
Pinckney said.

Honors Programoffers
Constitutional rights evaluated in lecture
interdisciplinary study
By Lori Bogue .
Asst. Sports
The H onors Program
classes combine cultural and in
tellectual learning along with team
teaching in an attempt to provide a
challenge for gifted students.
Honors Program Director
Michelle Carbone Loris says that
the structure of the program is
unique because it is team taught
and offers interdisciplinary study.
Every discipline is repre
sented in the honors program, and
guest lecturers reinforce class
materials.
“I think it ’s stimulating and
challenging to think in new ways,”
said Dr. Dipace Fritz. “The
speakers are very willing, eager
and grateful to come.”
To qualify for the program
students must have “SAT scores
totaling 1000, or exceptionally
high scores on the University
placement tests,” according to the
program pamphlet.
In addition, students must
have “high school transcripts and
recommendations which indicate
that they are honors candidates, an
interview with the director of the
program, and an entrance essay
administered and evaluated by the
director.”
After freshman year can
didates must “have recommenda
tions from the faculty, a 3.2 GPA,
an interview with the director, and
completion of EN 012, and CA

21. ”
The honors program re
ceives much support especially
from the administration.
Dr. Marian Calabrese, di
rector of freshman communica
tions is an avid supporter of the
honors and stated, “this program

adds a much needed dimension of
mulfT-fadfeted Ciitficular'o^-.

ferings and, in doing so provides
exciting learning and teaching
opportunities.”
Many students such as
Emily Matkia, feel positively to
ward the Honors Program.
“I feel that the Honors
group is an excellent reference for
the future, said Matkia. “However,
I would prefer only one teacher. It
gets kind of ridiculous when you
feel like you’re sitting in a class
listening to Sisikel and Ebert
giving each other the latest re
views, but not the class.”
Rick Sannicandro, another
honors student replied, “The
Honors Program seems to be one
of the courses that is pushing me
to my limits, not only in writing
but in communicating.”
The Honors Program is
also supported by occasional
honors lectures, focusing on social,
economic, and political topics.
Recent lecturers were de
livered by Dr. Cemera, president
of the university, and Dr. Thomas
Trebon, academic vice president
and provost.
In addition to the honors
course, the program offers a study
abroad option. Tuition plus of
room and board is covered by the
program.
Other benefits include a
minor in honors after completing
eighteen credits in the program, a
notation on the university tran
script, special awards, and a spe
cial mention at graduation.
Dr. Dipace Fritz con
cluded, “I get a lot out of the
program. I like it. It is interesting
to work with people attracted to
the program. It’s very challeng
ing.”

By Denise Kuhn and
Michael f.'humpagiie

maybe even crossed.
made about us on the grounds of
Investigative joumaiism, the files which we hayc.j^io_ag,cg^
latest mode of information gath to ,” h e stated.
“Two Con.stitutionaI ering, gives its reporters the repu
The controversy on the right
rights...both essential to [a] free tation of going to any extreme to to access is anttiher problem ac
society.” was the crux of a lec get information. Shows such as cording to Miller. I’he example
ture by noted author and Harvard 60 Minutes, 20/20, Donahue, of a news station claiming the
Law School professor, Arthur Oprah, and Geraldo round out this right to see a police evidence
Miller.
category, which in Miller's opin tape was raised. Tot mdiences
In the April 17 lecture entitled, ion, "work at cross purpose with dismay. Miller revs ed that this
“The Press and Privacy: A Clash privacy.”
tape contains live .ootage of a
of Constitutional Values,” Miller
With the advances in technol- saiiomasochisi torturing his last
compared the battle between og\ over the last decade .Miller victim.
freedom of the press and the warned. "No place t>n earth is im
Miller encouraged all to, “re
right to privacy to aheavy weight mune from joumaiism.” The re member our blessings. We have
bout complete with, “fancy sponse time from a live camera is more rights than any other people
f(H)iwork, low blosss, and shots about 2 seconds, stated Miller.
on the face of the earth...and
Although privacy began as probably who haveever inhabited
to the head.”
“What is freedom of the what Miller coined, “a white, the planet.”
press? The public’s right to middle class idea,” altitudinal
Miller did not claim to have
know. What is right of privacy? studies showed privacy was a the answers to the question of
The right to be left alone,” said concern of most Americans by conflicting rights, but he did
Miller. The confiict. Miller ex 1984. The fact that computers stress the magnitude of the battle.
plained, is in the question, “What have enabletl businesse.s and indi
In the end he hopes for a draw.
is news worthy?” With this, the viduals to maintain dossiers about Which, in Miller’s opinion, is
lines between the two rights be every one of us has become quite what we have now. “ One r i ^ t
come less well defined, and a disturbing issue. “Decisions are can’t knock the other out.”
V ____________________________________________________________________________________ /
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American Premier i

Fairfield Prep to host still a p ossib le run
Saturday Night Live stars
By Chris (.'onway

Saturday May 4 will be un
ike any other Saturday night for
NL fans because in order to see
tlK: stars o f this hilarious show
they won’t have to go to their
family rooms. Instead, they will
have to get in their cars and go to
the F-'airficld University’s.Alumni
Hall Gymnasium.
Comedians IXma Car\ey and
Mike Myers will perform a spcsiat 90 minute comedy concert
to benefit Fairfield Prep High
Dana Carvey, a member of
Saturday Night l.ive since the
19S6-X7 season is best known
lor his popular character the

“Church Lady’’ who he created.
He is also well-known to fans of
the show as Hans of the hods
building duo, Htms and Franz, and
Garth, the “exceUent co-host” of
“Wayne’s World.’’ His imperson
ations include actors George
Bums, Jimmy Stewart, pop singer
George Michael, radio personal
ity Casey Kasem, and of course,
our tearless loader. George Bush.
.Mike Myers joined Saturday
Night Live as a featured performer
and writer in the early months of
1989, He is well known for his
sketch "Wayne s World," which
stars Myers as Wayne Campbell,
an adolescent suburban heavymclal fan w tio liosls a publ ic access
cable program from his basement.
Myers also created and stars in the
bizarre take-off of an avant-gtirde

Co-producer Mark Graham contacted the Spectrum in response to an
article in the Apr. 18 issue of Spectrum about the American Premier
Theatre, which did not come to SHU as was planned.
According to Graham, the program is still developing and plans to
appear at SHU in the near future, provided that SHU is still interested.
TTie program is seeking financial backing which has been difficult to
acquire as of late economic situations in the U.S.
Said Graham, "It's a very difficult time to raise money, even for
Broadwaqy shows, much less a speculative project like this."
It was incorrectly stated by a source that the program is currently
producing at the Good Speed Opera House, stated Graham. The Opera
House is a non-profit organization and could not take on such an
endeavor, also due to the fact that the program was designed to be
presented in a university atmosphere.
Graham hopes to see the American Premiere Theatre open at SHU
next year.

German television program.
“.Sprockets." He plays the un
usual host, Dicier.
As li\e performers, both
Carvey and Myers have received
rave reviews. The show is ex
pected to be groat fun for all who
attend. The concert will be the
highlight of a special fund rais
ing event to benefit FaiiT.eld Prep
which will also include a raffle
for a 1991 Ford Explorer.

Tickets are $25 for general
admission and $ 18 for students.
They may be purchased through
the Sacred Heart Box Office, or “
by calling Ticketron at 800-922- ^
2030 or by calling the Fairfield <
University Quick Center box of
JS C .
fice at 20.t-2.54-40IO. Visa.
Mastercard, antf American Ex
press are accepted.

time lo put a s i^ ^ ^ 'o o k s and have a good
to Class'’^ A rvVvC
and if you w
)ay
you’d
f ^ i *j
‘
lor on^hing,
lucnt Gc
king up W
^
‘or this event,
.led in th e k 3
package is food, sporting
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MONDAY
.75 Drafts/$4.00 Pitchers
9pm - lam

TUESDAY
C o U e ^ I.D . N ite

Yourfypical dot matrixprinter.

Thenew

StykWriter.

.10 Drafts
9-lO pm
$ 1 .0 0 Pitchers 9 - 10pm
.75 Drafts lO pm -lam
$ 4 .0 0 Pitchers 10p m -lam
LIVE BAND

i

-

A'.

;■. . r

Which price looks better to you?
Let’s face it.The more impressive yourpapers and
projects look, the more impact your ideas will have,
Whichis whyyou m i^t want to know about
thenew^ple® S t^ e»r* printer. It givesyou
crisp, laser-qualityprinting for about^ a t you’d
eq)ect to pay for a dot matrix printer.

It’s compact (at just 13"x 5"x 8" it fits easily
in the most cramped dorm room). It’s quiet (so
quiet you can print at 3 a.m. without waking
up your roommate).
Andit’s from^ple, deigned to get everything
out of a Macintosh®computer that^ple^_^
built into it. Not just the power to look
your best. The power to be yourbest!

For fiirlher information visit the
Computer Center located in Vax Lab
or call 371-7796
©1991 Affle Corrputer, Me. 4fipfe, IbeAppk logo, Macintosh, SfykWriter and “lie power to beyour best”are registeredtriukmarks ofAffile Computer, Me.

WEDNESDAY
$3 Pitchers 9 - lam
College ID
Music &Dancing
Till Closing
FRIDAY
.25 Drafts 1 0 -1 1pm
$ 2 .0 0 Pitchers 1 0 -1 1pm
.75 D r a fts/$ 4 .0 0 Pitchers
till closing

—j

DJ
SATURDAY

..

.75 Drafts 8-2am
$ 4 .0 0 Pitchers all day
$ 1 .5 0 R oast B eef
Sandw iches

1 3 9 4 Park A v e., B p t.
(n e x t to B p t V ariety)
3 3 3 -2 5 6 6
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"Fancy Nancy" winds up in the Hot Seat
reports a mile-long waiting list.
In terms of hype, Nancy Reagan
has outdone The Satanic Verses.
But is the book worth reading? Is
it worth the time invested in its
400-h pages? Is it worth $24.95?
It depends. If you like Jackie
Collins, you’ll love this book—
it’s just as juicy as Hollywood
Wives, name-dropping like crazy.
Did you know Frank Sinatra hated
Ronald, or that it took three years
of persuasion to convince Ronald
Reagan to marry Nancy Davis?
The books reveals Nancy as a
master manipulator who slept her
way into a few B-movie roles and

By Joann R. Mariani
Features Editor
The New York Times
wrote about it. Geraldo talked
about it. Three major national
magazines featured cover stories
on it. Unless you’ve been living in
outer Mongolia for the last few
weeks, you’ve probably heard
enough about Kitty Kelley’s new
bio, Nancy Reagan,, than you’d
hope to know in a lifetime. The
book has already raked in millions
of bucks, it’s flying out of book
stores, and the Stratford Library

m anaged to bury her lowermiddle-class roots and emerge at
the top of society.
Nancy is portrayed as the ulti
mate material girl, who makes
Imelda Marcos look like she took
a vow of poverty. She ordered
wholesale from designers and ac
cepted wardrobes valued at mil
lions of dollars from Adolpho,
Donna Karan, and Galanos. (Un
til the IRS caught up with her, and
she ’s found ways around that, too.)
One White House staffer is quoted,
“Nancy was the type of person
who truly believes that it’s more
blessed to receive than to give.”

While she has no qualms about
accepting the generosity of oth
ers, Kelley paints her as a tightfisted miser, who gives unwanted
Christmas gifts to her friends and
relatives—more than once, she has
given a gift back to the giver a year
later!
The book also discusses the
Reagans’ almost symbiotic mar
riage, the angst of Patti, Michael,
Maureen and Ron Jr. who suffer at
the hands of the insidious Mrs. R,
and the headlong shove that she
gave Ron Sr. into politics. There is
painstaking detail—if Kelley’s
sources are accurate, the research

CongratuCations,
seniors!
Qood [ucl<i!

Observations from beyond
Continued from pg. 5

sophical premise. You know:
“ we ’ve got the weight of the world
on our shoulders, so we’re fight
ing back with the foam rubber of
perseverance.” When removable
shoulder pads appeared, that whole
metaphysical foundation staged an
organized retreat into the purse of
enlightenment.
Could these women possibly
want to be like men? No, that
didn’t seem like an option. They
would have to be hairier, sweatier,
and much less articulate in order
to do that. Although this “shoul
der envy” theory is an interesting
premise, it is far too subjectively
latent to gain widespread accep
tance as an explanation of the
shoulder pad phenomenon. What

ing practically came in a can to be
sprayed on, leaving nothing to the
imagination. (Not that I minded.
I’m a male with a 2 to 1 hormone
to brain cell ratio just like the next
guy).
It was a good idea in theory,
but some people have taken it just
a bit too far. It’s time to re-evaluate. I’ve seen ladies with three
layers of shoulder pads: jackets
over sweaters over shirts. It’s
getting so you need a hammer to
tap someone on the shoulder.
Forget about yelling to get their
attention, their ears are behind the
heavily fortified wall of migrating
Dr. Scholl’s. Wait a minute! I’ve
gotit! Theycan’thearyou! Those
aren’t shoulder pads, they’re anti-

in the dark.)
Now that I have undermined
your confidence in my qualifica
tions to write this column, let me
point out that fashion is one of
those things that people can get
very carried away with very
quickly (like me, writing this
column). Like the emperor’s new
clothes, sometimes you need a
voice of reason (and taste) to point
out the obvious.
Though I profess to possess
neither reason nor taste, ladies,
the shoulder pads have got to go.
Who are you trying to fool? What
are you trying to prove?
At first I thought that, possi
bly , shoulder pads were a neces- * can it be
It must be to put some mystery If they really were anti-nag pads,
sary accessoiy to those long dangly
earrings that are becoming so back into those first impressions, there’d be a vending machine for
popular. I thought perhaps these For a long time, women’s cloth- them in the men’s room.
earrings swung so low that they
began to wear grooves in the
INSIDE SALES REP
shoulders and therefore, the pro
tection provided by the shoulder
pads was warranted. Alas no, even
women wearing studs (no pun in
tended) were observed donning
the protective gear.
] S /la H ^
Then I thought, maybe it’s
some broad (pun intended) philo-

Quit smoking.
American Heart
Association
WERE FIGHTING FOR
VDURLIFE

FLY
WAY
Round Tripel
Btartingat:

from New

London
Madrid
Zurich
San Jose C.R.
Hongkons
Sydney
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470
438
929
1195
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ISSUED ON THE SPOTI
FREE S tu d e n t Travel C atalosI

t o n a l Travel
vale CO.M Eis^ 77 Broadway
New Haven. CT0«590
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You've m ade the grade. You’re aggressive, and
m otivated. And you’re looking for a com pany
th at will utilize and reward aU your talents and
in s tin c ts . Y o u ’re re a d y fo r D a ta B a se
International.
We’re looking for someone like you to engage in
o u tb o u n d s a le s c a llin g , p ro s p e c tin g , lead
qualification and direct s^ e s of o ur our leading
edge s o ftw a re a n d te c h n ic a l p ro d u c ts ,
recognized in the PC industry and throughout
the business world.
T h is o p p o rtu n ity , b a s e d a t o u r T ru m b u ll,
Connecticut headquarters, calls for a degree in
B u sin e s s o r L ib e ra l A rts a n d sa le s
orientation/experience. A working knowledge of
business com puting products is a definite asset.
Along w ith one of th e best .com pensation and
b e n e fit p a c k a g e s in th e in d u s try , you w ill
d isc o v e r a n e n v iro n m e n t t h a t e n c o u ra g e s
creativity and independence as well as definite
a d v a n c e m e n t p o te n tia l. F o r im m e d ia te
consideration, forward your resum e (no phone
calls, please) with salary history to:

7fie Spectrum

and n eed help ...
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is impeccable; I have no idea how
she was able to track down fourthcousins, wives and children of
staffers, and elementary school
teachers, all of whom remember
Nancy as a cool, calculated, rigid
woman.
The integrity of Kelley’s re
search has been questioned, and I
wouldn’t take anything in the book
as the gospel truth. But truth or no,
Nancy Reagan is not a bad read. A
little too big to drag off to the
beach, but it’s light, entertaining,
and it won’t make you expend any
real intellectual energy—in short,
an appropriate summer book.

7 C am bridge Drive
T rum bull, CT 06611

:=

DataBase
International, Inc.
Equal Opportunhy Employer, M/F

Test Vour Best!
la s s e s
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THIS WEEK
SHU Offers,..

26

Faculty Appreciation
Dinner, cafeteria, 6 p.m..
Contact 371-7790.

27 Men’s Baseball, South
ern Connecticut at Home ,
noon. Contact: 371-7827.
Kite-flying exhibition, Project
SMARTNET, 11:30 p.m.,
Contact: 371-7793.

28 Mass, Hawley, Lounge,
11 a.m.and7:30p.m.,Contact:
371-7955.

ACROSS
1
4
9
12
13
14

M o rta rb o a rd
W o rs h ip
V e n tila te
T im e g o n e b y
E v e rg re e n tre e
M o u n ta in o n
C re te
15 L eave
17 H e a d re st
19 Ju d g e
2 1 Y e s . In S p a i n
22 A m ong
2 5 F is h e g g s
2 7 D rin k h e a v ily
3 1 P ig e o n p e a
32 H ushed up
3 4 In d ia n m u lb e rry
3 5 G re e k le tte r
3 6 O tic ite m
3 7 S y m b o l to r
te llu riu m
3 8 H e r o is m
4 1 O b s tru c t

42
43
44
45
47
49
S3
57
58
60
61
62
S3

28

- June 5 Landscape
Paintings Exhibit, Art Gallery,
M onday-Thursday, 12-7:4
p.m.. Contact: 365-7650.

S ilk w o rm
S e a e a g le
S p a n is h p o t
M illim e te r a b b r .
P la y a r e a
S o v ie t U n io n
C lim b in g d e v ic e
S a lo o n s to c k
V a rie ty o f w h e a t
B e in d e b t
O b ta in
R e m a in s
S p re a d fo r
d ry in g

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

U n c o u th p e rs o n
M a tu re
B u rst
L an d m e a su re
D e c id e
H y p o th e tic a l
fo rc e
7 K nock
3 G o d d ess of
d is c o rd

9 B e ill
1 0 A rtif ic ia l
la n g u a g e
11 U n c o o k e d
16 S u m u p
1 8 L iq u id m e a s u r e
2 0 C ry o f c o w
2 2 P ro v e rb
2 3 P e r ta in in g to
th e c h e e k
2 4 N e g a tiv e s u f f ix
2 6 W ith o u t e n d
2 8 B th e r
2 9 P a r t o f flo w e r
3 0 D ro p sy
3 2 T h e u ria l
3 3 G ra ss m o w ed
a n d c u re d fo r
fo d d er
3 5 B iv a lv e
m o ik is k s

THE FAR SIDE

3 9 C h in e s a d is ta n c b m e a s u re
4 0 A ttm p t
4 1 D e c ilite r , a b b r .
4 4 U nusual
4 6 U n m a rrie d
w om an
4 8 R o d e n ts
4 9 T a tte re d c lo th
50 R u b b e r tre e
51 D e p o s it
5 2 S u ita b le
54 Speck
55 F m a le sh e e p
5 6 C rim s o n
5 9 B a b y lo n ia n
d e ity

By GARY LARSON

28

O pening R eception,
Landscape Painting Exhibit,
Art Gallery, 1 p.m.. Contact:
365-7650.

28-30 Pastor’s Institute,
Rev. Joseph C ham plin,
speaker, sponsored by the In
stitute of Religious Education
and Pastoral Studies, Villa
Maria Retreat House, Stam
ford, Sunday 7 .p.m.-Tuesday
noon. Contact: Msgr. Gregory
M. Smith, Contact 371-7843.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

29

W om en’s S oftball,
Bentley College at Home, 3
p.m.. Contact: 371-7827.

30 American Association of
VmversityProfessoTS (AAUP)

Luncheon Meeting, Faculty
Lounge, noon. Contact: Dr.
Jean Sells, 371-7943.

30 -May 7 FINAL EXAMS
MAY

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

2 Men’s Baseball, Western
Connecticut at Home, 3:30
p.m.. Contact: 371-7827.
Women’s Softball, New Ha
ven at Home, 3 p.m.. Contact:
371-7827.

“C alm d o w n , e v e ry o n e ! I’v e h a d e x p e rie n c e w ith th is
s o r t o f th in g b e f o r e . . . D o e s s o m e o n e h av e
a h a m m e r? ”

Marne, produced by Notre
Dame High School, Theatre,
8 p.m.. Contact: 374-2777.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

3 Marne, produced by Notre
Dame High School, Theatre,
8 p.m.. Contact: 374-2777.
Screening Party, film and
television class project from
M S313, 7 p.m .. C ontact:
Becky Abbott, 371-7710.
“Last Day of Classes Party’’,
P in ecrest C ountry C lub,
Shelton, 5 p.m., Contact: 3742777.

1 Faculty

Senate Meeting,
Faculty Lounge, 11 a.m..
Contact: Dr. Dhia Habboush,
371-7933.

9 Academic Awards Night,
Schine Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

o
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“S ay , th e r e ’s s o m e th in g w ro n g h e r e . . . W e m ay
h a v e to m o v e s h o rtly .”
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Men’s Soccer prepares for fall season
By Rick Ferris
Sports Editor
After a highly successful in
door season, the men ’s soccer team
now turns its attention towards
their fall season. This spring saw
the squad capture two indoor
tournaments, and reach the finals
in the other two.
Head Coach Joe McGuigan
had every reason to be happy of
his teams’ efforts, “Every tourna
ment was a mixture of the finest
schools in Division one, two, and
three.” McGuigan commented.
In the Vassar Tournament,
Sacred Heart’s first of the spring.
Sacred Heart lost in a shootout in

the finals to host Vassar.
In the next tournament, the
University of Bridgeport Tourna
ment, the Pioneers once again lost
in the finals. This time to Union
Sport in sudden death.
Finally in the most presti
gious indoor tournament in New
England, the UCONN Indoor
Tournament, the Pioneers finally
Cracked the barrier and won the
final match against Southampton
(LIU) 2-0. Allan Zuniga scored
both goals, and was awarded the
MVP of the tournament. Marco
Sanchez was named to the AllTournament team. En route to the

cham pionship.
S acred H eart
knocked off Di
vision I power
UCONN in the
semi-finals.
One week
later, in the Con
necticut College
Tournament, Sa
cred Heart won
again with an
identical
2-0
score, this time
over Quinnipiac.
MVP
M arco
Sanchez scored

Men stumble
in midstride
Con't from pg, 12
distance, Ward allowed seven hits,
one run, four strikeouts, and five
walks.
The nightcap was a game of
unearned runs. Of the eleven runs
scored between the two teams,
only three were earned. Junior
Jerry Fry took the loss in his first
start of the season. Junior Dan
Martin had SHU’s lone RBI of the
game.
In probably Sacred Heart’s
most frustrating loss in recent
memory. Assumption College
rallied from a 14-5 deficit in themiddle of the eighth inning to
defeat the Pioneers 15-14. Seven
Pioneer walks, three Pioneer er
rors and six Assumption hits in the
final two frames sparked the
Con't from pg. 12
comeback. Yarasavich hit a grand
the
sixth.
Keri
O
’
Donnell
illus “It shouldn’t have come down to
slam for Sacred Heart and fresh
trated
five
innings
of
strong
this game. Now that it has we just
man Jose Mendez hit a three run
pitching, and April Ertl relieved have to prove we are the best team
blast. Schilling had three hits.
her for two innings. But despite in our conference. Theres not
these efforts the Pioneers lost 3-2. other chance, we have to make it
Renee Melchiona stated. happen now.”

Play-off berth secured

cSsHfm
APS

FO R SALE: Almost new bed &
mattress, $59.00. Desk, bar, sofa,
chairs, tables, lamps; all in good
condition. Low prices. Call 8462319.
HOUSE TO SHARE
Full house privileges; including
washer/dryer, full kitchen & dish
washer, finished basement, off
street parking, must like cats.
$350.00 per month plus percent
age of utilities. Near Sikorsky
Airport/Stratford Club. Easy ac
cess to 1-95. Call Paul at 3810886

Do you love children?
Local family seeking live-in/out
nanny. One mile from school. Flex
houfs/pay. Two children.
REferences and car required. Call
Alicia, 371-7864.
DRIVERS WANTED
Sell ice cream and drive an ice
cream truck this summer in your
hometown. Earn $650 - $950 per
week. M/F. Apply now, not in
May. Blue Sky Bar Ice Cream
366-2641
CLASSIFIEDS W ORK
Call 371-7966

r
SCHOLARSHIPS
If you are a part-time student
and have a 3.4 QPA or ab ove,
find out about scholarships
avaiiable to you.
Caii Ed Donato or stop by the
Graduate Studies and
Continuing Education Office
for more information.
Appiication deadline
for fail semester
scholarships
is July 1,
but don't wait - ,
ietters of recommendation •
are required from
professors and/or
administrators.
Available through the
Continuing Education Council.

both goals for the Pioneers. Zuniga And lastly Ira Turner who we’re
and Theo Burnett were named to looking to solidify our already
the A ll-T ournam ent squad. strong midfield.”
Zuniga, Sanchez, and Burnett were
McGuigan commented, “The
also named to the All-Tournament areas we do need to strengthen are
team in the Vassar, and the UB a backup to Jay McDougall in goal
tournaments.
whom we expect to have an out
As for the fall. Coach standing year, along with central
McGuigan is optimistic. “We have defenders that can fit in to the style
16 returning from last year’s pro of play (ball control) that we play
gram highlighted by the above here at Sacred Heart.”
mentioned, (Zuniga, Sanchez, and
McGuigan concluded, “If ev
Burnett) and some newcomers, erything materializes as we hope,
Fernando Fernandez, who sat out the one area that is still a question
last year is being counted on to mark is the ability to finish and
pick up some of the slack vacated score goals. The solution of this
by the graduation of Daniel Dos problem could be the determining
Santos.” McGuigan continued, factor as to whether we can chal
“Also Christopher Earle who gives lenge the kingpins of New Enus along with Burnett two of the gland soccer. I believe we have all
fastest forwards in New England. the ingredients to accomplish this.”

1991 Football Schedule
(all Saturday games)
9/14 SUNY at Brockport Away 1:30 pm
9/21 Iona College Home 1 pm
9/28 St. Peters Home 2 pm
10/5 Assumption Away 1 pm
10/12 Brooklyn College Away 1;30 pm
10/19 Nichols College Home 1 pm
10/26 Mass. Inst, of Tech Away 1 pra
11/2 West. New England Ilomc 1 pm
11/9 Stonehill College Away 1 pm
11/16 Upsala College Home 1 pm
Head Coach; Gary M. Reho (1st)
Assistants: Carl Bodnar,
Steve Fordyce,
Ned Batlin,
Pat Fisk
Sports Information Director;

HELP WANTED
Looking for energetic, enthusiastic,
mature and articulate salesperson.
Flex part-time hours.
N o late nights.
Please call Pamela at
W inslow Quality Outfitters,
Norwalk. 853-7417

S acred H eart U niversity

Spor?sBriefs
As o f press time, the I .ady
P io n e e r s o ftb a ll te a m 's
Miehelle Palm er is leading
the nation in batting aver
age with u .604 average.

Lady Pioneers vs New Ha
ven Chargers
Playot f eanic ai l*ioneerPark.
Friday ai 3:(K). This game will
determine league champs,
and who advances to
Regionals, so come on out
and make some noise.

Schedule
M en’s Baseball
Thurs. Apr, 25 Concordia
Home .^:3f) pm
Sat. Apr. 27 Southern CT(2)
I lornc 12 pm
W oinen's Softball
Fri. or Sat. Apr. 26 or 27
Playoff vs. New Haven
Home 3 pm
Mon. ,\pr. 2‘) Bentley (2)
Home 3 pm
Tue. Apr. 30 C.W. Po.st (2)
Brookville, NY .t:30pm
Fri. .Ma\ t Southampton
(LIUX2)
Southiunpton, NY 3pm
M en’.s Lacrosse
Sat. Apr. 27 Iona
Home 1:30 pm

Sports

Lady Pioneers on the Cutting Edge
By Lori Bogue
Asst. Sports Editor
The Pioneers have in
creased their record to 22-6 with a
possible bid to Regional Play-offs.
It has come down to a weekend
play-off game between the New
Haven Chargers, and the Sacred
Heart Pioneers. Shortstop, Becky
Van Ort stated, “Every person is
important at all times and if we

New H av en C h a rg e rs
overall record- 25-6
pitchers recordLori M ille r-14-1
Jen C iardullo- 11-5
m ajor strengths- pitching,,
consistent batting, and ex
cellent base running.
T o p five h itte rsA llison Y eager- .407
M issy Pim entel- .381
Colleen Steinnagel- .341
T ina Slie- .336
Am y N ettelton- .320
O th e r co m m en ts- “w e’ve
never been into the play
offs before. SHU is the
perennial pow er, and we
have a lot o f respect for
that. W ho ever loses we
hope they get a large enough
bid into the play-offs.
Jack Jones- “SID ”

Scoreboard

Sat. Apr. 20
Sacred I Icart
New Hampshire

9-4
1-7

Thu. Apr. 18
Sacred Mean
Assumption

14
15

W omen’s Softball
(22-6/12-2 NECC)
S at Apr. 20
Keene Slate
Sacred Heart

2-3
6-2

Thu. Apr. 18
Assumption
Sacred I icart

1-2
3-10

Tue. Apr. 16
Southern t.T
Sacred Heart

.3-2
I.-7

play as a team, then we will win.”
Sunday, the Pioneers split
in an important game vs. Keene
College of New Hampshire. This
game was important in guaran
teeing the Pioneers a play-off spot.
The Pioneers in the first
game under the pitching of April
Ertl beat Keene 6-2. The game
broke open in the fifth inning when

Renee Melchiona reached first
base on an error, and Van Ort
sm ashed a trip le, scoring
Melchiona.
In the sixth inning the
Pioneers showed no mercy, com
bining for. five hits, and scoring
four. Melchiona added a 2 RBI
triple, arid Van Ort added a RBI
single. Maria Cavaliere increased

the team 's efforts when she
smashed her first home run of the
season - a towering shot to deep
centerfield.
The second game, the
Pioneers emerged losers despite
combining for six hits, and one
RBI. Keene scored a run in the
fourth inning off a double by Jan
Schou. Keene scored two more in

See Playoff, p g .l l
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April King has been in peak form this year mowing down the
competition with a steady team behind her.
Photo by Michael Champagne.

S acred H e a rt P io n eers
overall record- 22-6
pitchers recordApril Ertl- 13-5
Keri O ’Donnell- 9-1
m ajor strengths pitching,
and speed
T op five h itte rsM ichelle Palm er- .604
April King- .398
Nicole D uback- .385
Renee M elchiona- .358
Becky V an Ort- .341
O th e r co m m en ts- “New
Haven wanted to play us
again and now they have
their chance. It’s all going
to com e dow n to who wants
to go to Regionals the most.
A nd o f course, we do.” M ichelle Palm er

Baseball team splits with NHC
By Rick Ferris
Sports Editor

M en’s Baseball
(18-9./ 8-2 NKCi:)

PIONEERS

The Sacred Heart University
Baseball team split a doubleheader
on Saturday against New Hamp
shire College. After belting out
four home runs in the opener and
defeating New Hampshire 9-1,
Sacred Heart dropped the nightcap
7-4. What hurt the most was of the
Penmen’s seven runs, six were
unearned due to untimely errors.
The loss also puts the Pio
neers in abind. With an 8-2 league
record. Sacred Heart trails league
leading Lowell by one game.
Lowell captured first place
with a doubleheader sweep of New
Haven on Saturday. Lowell has
league doubleheaders left with
Keene State, New Hampshire, and
Franklin Pierce, If Lowell wins
those games, they win the league
and the automatic bid to the
NCAA’s. In this scenerio. New
Haven would most likely get the
at-large bid leaving the Pioneers
out in the cold.
But if Lowell drops one game,
(Keene State and New Hampshire
are the teams that could realisti

cally do it), that gives SHU new
hope for the conference. With one
Lowell loss and Sacred Heart
sweeping both Southern and New
Haven that would force a playoff
game with Lowell for the league
title.
Head Coach Nick Giaquinto
said of last week’s games, “We
were inconsistent. I think we’re a
much better team than we showed
last week. I hope we can re-focus
our efforts on the process of hitting
and fielding the ball and running
the bases and take the rest of the
season one game at a time.”
In the opener Saturday, the
Pioneers defeated New Hampshire
C ollege 9-1.
S enior Pete
Yarasavich belted two home runs
for the Pioneers, (his fifth and
sixth home runs of the year), and
juniors Jim Bruno and Don Romeo
also belted homers. Sophomore
Scott Schilling continued his hot
play going 2-2 with two walks,
one double, and two runs scored.
Schilling owns a .422 batting av
erage for the year. Junior hurler
Tim Ward (7-1) picked up the win
for the Pioneers. In going the

See Men, pg. 11

Rich Licursi lays a tag on a M errim ack baserunner after squeezing
him in a rundown between first and second bases.
Photo by Michael Champagne

